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Preface

The publication of this text is a first for two reasons. It is the first time a text from the Bb'npo tradition has been published in its entirety, demonstrating the vitality and importance of this tradition which has survived intact from very ancient times. Secondly it is the first time a complete text concerning Dzogchen has been made available to a general Western audience, and gains from the fact that it was actually written in modern times, almost certainly after 1930. Written by Shardza Tashi Gyaltsen (1859-1935), a famous Bonpo master who gave teachings to students of other schools of Tibetan Buddhism as well as to many students from the Bonpo community, it belongs within an unbroken lineage that remains active right up to the present day.

Reappraisal of the Bonpo and their role in the development of Tibetan culture has been a feature of Western scholarship of the last twenty years, and we hope that this volume will help in this task. Toward this end we have included with the text a short history of Yungdrung (Eternal) Bon from their own perspective, as well as biographies of Shardza Tashi Gyaltsen and Lopon Tenzin Namdak, the Bonpo master responsible for this translation.

It is important to note here that the Lopon recognises three distinct types of Bon—the old Bon, which is entirely shamanistic; the new or reformed Bon, which arose in
response to competition from other Buddhist schools; and the Yungdrung or Eternal Bon, which is the tradition presented here. Yungdrung Bon shares many similarities with the other traditions of Tibetan Buddhism, but traces its origin to a much earlier teacher than Shakyamuni Buddha, namely Tonpa (Buddha) Shenrab, who taught in a country to the west of Tibet. The tradition then spread to the western regions of the Tibetan plateau, most notably to the kingdom of Zhang Zhung in the Kailash region, and was already ancient when King Songtsen Gampo (*srong brstan sgam po*) conquered the kingdom in the seventh century.

When dealing with an ancient history that tells a story significantly different from the Buddhist histories of Tibet, one struggles to find pointers that can help either validate or at least locate some of the events within a western conception of cultural progression. In particular, the idea that the culture of Yungdrung Bon originated in the region of Persia, and that many of the teachings originated from the west of the Tibetan plateau instead of from the Indian subcontinent, and did so in a period that predated the time of the historical Buddha, seems almost incredible to those used to the received history of the conversion of Tibet in the time of the kings of the seventh century.

Indeed, due to the periodic upheavals that have occurred in the region and the fragility of the paper on which the texts were written, any attempt independently to assess this history is made immeasurably more difficult by the rarity of ancient texts that can be dated in their original form. Furthermore, in the case of the Bonpo, the early lineage was entirely transmitted orally so it would appear that no direct records remain to give an insight into the early history.

There are two exceptions to this conclusion, however. The first concerns important elements of ancient Tibetan culture, including both architecture as well as religious concepts, that have been noted by scholars as bearing comparison with ancient Persian
Since these elements date from the period when the Bon religion was preeminent in Tibet, they lend credence to the idea that Persian influences were important in ancient times.

The line of evidence is more direct as regards the style and origin of the Bonpo chorten monuments. Here, as in many other elements of Bonpo culture, it has been claimed that the Bonpo copied the Buddhist stupa style in an attempt to compete with Buddhist culture even though there are important differences between them. Most notable are the Bonpo texts indicating temple enclosures within the structure of chorten, which in consequence are often drawn with a box-like lower storey beneath the recognisable stupa structure above. Another important difference is the use of a trident with a central flaming sword as the symbol on top of the structure, instead of the sun and crescent moon used in the Buddhist style.

Recently two studies have been published concerning the images depicted in ancient rock carvings in the Karakoram and in Ladakh to the west of Tibet. These carvings are of particular interest as they can be dated


by other means and so provide direct chronological evidence about the early period of Tibetan culture. It is therefore of some importance that one such carving from the Karakoram dated as first century C.E. clearly shows the characteristic style of a Bonpo stupa with the opening in the base and the trident symbol, as well as the swastika symbol of Yungdrung Bon. Such evidence must make one wonder about the confident assertions that such a style was copied from the Indian Buddhist culture that did not arrive in Tibet until six centuries later!

The Ladakhi carvings add to this picture, for although they were made by soldiers at the time of the expansion of Tibetan influence that coincided with the arrival of Buddhism from India, they all use the Bonpo stupa style along with inscriptions in the archaic language of Western Tibet, Zhang Zhung, that was supplanted by Tibetan. Again, the generally accepted idea that written language arrived in Tibet with Buddhism from India seems less credible in light of these findings.

The Translation of the Text

The text presented here is in the style of personal instruction from Shardza to his students. Such texts are called mengagde (man ngagsde) in the tradition of Dzogchen, and this text is a condensate of a two-volume work by Shardza in the same style.

The translation was carried out in the month of August 1991 by Lopon Tenzin Namdak in the course of teaching the text to a small group of Western students in his monastery in the Kathmandu Valley in Nepal. As the rain fell around us, Lopon spent some two hours every morning translating and teaching from the text, which was typed on a portable word processor as he taught it. It was also tape-recorded, which enabled us to check that the typed text was accurate, and that no unwarranted omissions occurred from the Tibetan original. The typing and the correcting of the English was done by me, whilst the checking of the typescript against both the tape and the original text was carried out by Monica Gentile,
who is completing her thesis on aspects of Tibetan culture at the Sanskrit University at Benares, India. The final version was then read back to the Lopon, who checked it for a second time against the Tibetan original. Apart from the omission of some quotations in early sections, this process was applied to all sections of Shardza's original, and the appendices that accompany it. Thanks here are also due to Cheh Goh, who helped translate the biography of Shardza Tashi Gyaltsen, and Tadeusz Skorupski, who translated the short history of Bon that forms Appendix 2.

As well as being an acknowledged master of Dzogchen, Lopon Tenzin Namdak is a remarkable teacher with an encyclopedic knowledge of Bonpo culture and a lifetime’s experience of teaching it to trainee monks, both in Tibet and India. Not only could he translate the text as he read it to us, but he was happy to answer any points of clarification or problems of interpretation as they arose during our sessions, and his answers form almost another mengagde text alongside the original. These comments are to be found in the copious footnotes that accompany the text, and should be read as a commentary to it, at the same time. Reading it now in London there are many other questions I would like to have asked him, but hope that many questions will be answered by presenting the text in this way.

Following the suggestion of Per Kvaerne, who very kindly offered to write an introduction to the text as well as check my English for inconsistencies, this text is better described as an exegetical commentary than as a strict translation. As it is a commentary of what is, after all, a personal instruction by a great master of Dzogchen, this need not cause too much of a problem, and we hope it preserves some of the flavour of the text as it was taught. For those new to Dzogchen, however, a comprehensive resume of background reading is given by Professor Kvaerne in the bibliographic essay that follows the text.
The final point concerns the vexed question of how to present Tibetan terms in English, and we decided to use spellings that enable a rough enunciation of the Tibetan original, followed by the more precise Wylie transliteration in brackets afterward, so that the ease of reading the text would not be interrupted.

As mentioned in the first line of this preface, this is indeed a rare event, and we hope that this wonderfully clear and concise text will be both comprehensible and useful to whoever reads it. It describes a tradition that is utterly extraordinary in the truest sense of that over-used word, yet is still active and available. May it serve to benefit beings.

Richard Dixey
London
October 1991
Introduction

It is still not widely known that Buddhism is not the only religion in Tibet. Buddhism, introduced in the seventh century C.E. under the patronage of powerful Tibetan kings, became the dominant religious faith in the eleventh century, and has remained so until today. Nevertheless, alongside Buddhism a second religion has survived down through the centuries. This religion, for which there is no other term than its Tibetan designation if on, claims to be the very same religion that had long been established in Tibet when Buddhism entered the scene; Bon, so its adherents claim, has a proud and ancient history long antedating the origins of Buddhism in India. This claim has generally been dismissed by Western scholars who have stressed the innumerable points of similarity—in fact, often identity—between Bon and Buddhism, and thus concluded that Bon is, essentially, nothing more than a highly heterodox form of Buddhism.

There is, however, a growing feeling among some scholars that the claim of Bon to be a separate religious tradition with an identity of its own has to be taken seriously. Nor should it be forgotten that Tibetan Buddhists, too, have on the whole regarded Bbn as an entirely distinct, non-Buddhist religion. This does not mean that the Bonpo version of history necessarily has
to be accepted at face value, at least as far as the period preceding the seventh century is concerned. It does mean, however, that if, instead of focusing on monastic life and metaphysical doctrine (where the merging with Buddhism often appears to be complete), one looks at the sources of religious authority and legitimation, the distinctiveness of Bon, as understood by most Tibetans, becomes immediately apparent. The Bonpos—as opposed to Buddhists—do not derive religious legitimation from the Buddha Shakyamuni, but from an Enlightened Being, Tonpa Shenrab (stort pa gshen rab, "the teacher Shenrab"). Long before Shakyamuni, Tonpa Shenrab lived as a prince (and later as king) of Olmo Lungring, a land situated, so the Bonpos assert, to the west of Tibet. Olmo Lungring is often identified with Tazig, generally held by Tibetans to be the Iranian or Persian world. Furthermore, the doctrine which Tonpa Shenrab preached, i.e. Bon, is believed to have come to Tibet not from India as Buddhism did, but rather from a land the historical existence of which (though little else) is fully attested, viz. Zhang Zhung, located in what today is, in a broad sense, western and northern Tibet.

The Bon religion is alive and indeed to some extent even flourishing today—not only in Tibet itself, where, especially in the east (Kham) and northeast (Amdo) entire districts still firmly adhere to Bon, but also in Nepal (Dolpo and Lubra) and in the Tibetan exile communities in India. Both in Tibet and in exile there are several erudite and spiritually highly accomplished Bonpo lamas, one of the most venerated of whom is Lopon (slob dpon, "Head Teacher") Tenzin Namdak. For an increasing number of Tibetan and Western disciples and friends, his learning and warm, compassionate presence have been a profoundly moving experience.

The present text should be seen as the fruit of an encounter between a highly qualified Tibetan Bonpo lama, willing and indeed eager to share his vast store of knowledge, and a Western pupil equally eager to learn and communicate to others what has been learnt. As a
document resulting from such an interaction the text will repay study. It gives an indication, a kind of rough hint, of the spiritual treasures to be found in the Bon religion. At the same time, it is essential to realize what this text is not. It is not a real translation. The careful work of interpretation and collation, based on a close and competent study of a large number of texts in the original Tibetan remains to be done, and it is this alone which may, at some future time, make accurate and adequate translations possible. The reader is well advised to have no illusions about this. Even less should the text be taken to be a "do-it-yourself manual for those who aspire actually to practice the spiritual discipline, to attain the "Great Perfection" described therein. For such practice the personal, regular guidance of a qualified, experienced lama is absolutely indispensable. Those wishing to experiment on their own may be assured that whatever mental experiences they may have will be either delusive, or—the danger is a real one—destructive.

The Great Perfection (Dzogpa Chenpo, Dzogchen, rdzogs pa chen po) is regarded by Bonpos as the highest, the ultimate religious practice. It has been preserved in several distinct traditions. Also, the Nyingmapa school of Buddhism has a Dzogchen tradition, which it claims goes back to the great siddha Padmasambhava (eighth century C.E.) and his disciples. A comparative study of the Bonpo and the Nyingmapa varieties of Dzogchen remains to be undertaken. Nevertheless, in recent years a fairly lively interest in Dzogchen has been evident both among a number of scholars and among the more numerous Western adepts. The bibliographic essay appended to the text is not complete but should be useful to those who want to find further information and perhaps return to the present text with a better understanding of its subject matter.

Per Kvaerne
University of Oslo
Shardza Tasht Gyaltsen
Biography of Shardza Tashi Gyaltsen

In general, there are three sections to a master’s biography: the external (which is also the general biography), the internal and the esoteric biography. Here, only the general biography is described, but in it there are some parts which concern the specific internal and esoteric aspects as well.

There are eight sub-divisions of the external biography:

1. His birth
2. How he began learning the religious path
3. How he began thinking and practising according to the path of Yungdrung Bon
4. How he received teachings, initiations and vows
5. How he practised in solitude
6. How he worked for the doctrines of Tonpa Shenrab and for the benefit of all beings
7. The teachings and works he left behind
8. How he manifested his great knowledge as a rainbow body
HIS BIRTH

When Shardza Tashi Gyaltsen (shar rdza bkra shis rgyal mtshari) was born, there were many auspicious signs. In the sky there were many rainbows and there was a shower of flowers. The country in which he was born is in the Kham region of East Tibet. It is a place in between two rivers, the Dza Chu (rdza chu) and the Ngul Chu (dngul chu), and is called "Da Gang", or "the range of Da Gang (zla gang)". This is a place where many saints have previously been born, or have stayed and visited. It is known, in short, as Dzakog (rdza khog).

The name of the village in which Shardza was born is Da (brda), in the foothills of that place. His father belonged to the clan of Hor (hor), and was called Tashi Ga (bkra shis dga') and his mother was called Boleg (bo legs). He was born on the eighth day of the third month of the earth-sheep year (1859).

From his childhood, he did not give his parents much trouble and was easy to raise. Even from his infancy he always had good manners and behaved with calm and composure. He also showed the auspicious signs of teaching other children, building stupas and chanting, and in this way pretended to be the teacher. Sometimes he also saw forms of divinities in space.

When he was nine years old, a great siddha called Tenzin Wangyal (bstan 'dzin dbang rgyal) whose secret name was Drenpa Dudul (dran pa bdud 'dul), told his parents, "Your son must become a monk." But the parents refused because Shardza was their only son. Soon after, Shardza developed some mental sickness, and for many days neither ate nor slept. So the parents took him to Tenzin Wangyal, who again said, "This child is connected to the religious way of life. You should send him on the religious path, otherwise he will not be useful for you." This time, the parents understood and decided to let the child become a monk. When they returned home, the child's mental sickness gradually lifted, and he was finally released from it.
HOW HE BEGAN LEARNING THE RELIGIOUS PATH

Tenzin Wangyal recognised that the boy had a very long-lasting connection with him over many past lives. So he was very kind to this boy from the beginning and the boy was always very devoted to him. When the child was born, he had blessed him with long life. After the boy became older, he took the refuge vow from Tenzin Wangyal, who prayed that the boy would become beneficial to all sentient beings. Thus he gave the boy the name Tashi Gyaltsen. He also made a special prayer to the red Sipa Gyalmo (srid pa rgyal mo) to bless the boy.

When the boy was twelve, he went to his uncle Yungdrung Gyaltsen (gyung drung rgyal mstan) to learn how to read and write. Soon after, the boy received many initiations, teachings and transmissions from the special master Tenzin Wangyal.

Tenzin Wangyal knew that the boy would be important for Tonpa Shenrab's teachings and for the benefit of all sentient beings, so he advised the boy to take the Vinaya vows, the Tantric vows and the Dzogchen vows. He also told the boy to practise and meditate diligently, learning Sutra, Tantra and Dzogchen.

One day, Tenzin Wangyal put a huge volume of books on the boy’s head and prayed for a long time and said, "You will be the owner of this doctrine." From that moment, Shardza had a great change of feeling, and this was the beginning of his receiving auspicious signs. This was the beginning of the mental initiation and blessing that Shardza was to receive from Tenzin Wangyal. The boy now became very sharp and intelligent, had great devotion, stopped all desires for the worldly life, and naturally increased his compassion and devotion to both the doctrines and his masters, particularly to Tenzin Wangyal, who transferred his mental blessing to him.

One springtime there was a drought, and the local people asked Tenzin Wangyal to call for rain. Tenzin Wangyal took the boy with him as assistant. He gave the
boy a sword and asked him to "push down the wind." Shardza held onto the sword, and after some time the master returned suddenly, took the sword forcefully away from the boy, and showed the face of anger. He used the sword to hit the boy, who fell unconscious. After a while, the boy woke up, and at that moment he received the heart transmission from his master and realised the natural state clearly, on the same level as his master. From then on whatever he studied, it was as easy for him as if he had known it before, and he meditated with the recognition of this natural state day and night. He was never again in any doubt, and was never in fear of not having the knowledge of the natural state.

He also started learning grammar and poetry. From then on he began keeping notes for his books called the Five Treasures, a collection of thirteen volumes of his writings. Besides, his meditation was very stable and developed without his having to practise as hard as other people. He also had special knowledge of the nine ways of Bon. Yet, he behaved in the same way as an ordinary young boy.

HOW HE RECEIVED TEACHINGS, INITIATIONS AND VOWS

When he was young, he kept the vow of refuge and other simple vows very strictly. Everyone praised his manner of keeping the vows. When he was older, the abbot of Yungdrung Ling (gyungdrung/ing), whose name was Kelzang Nyima Togi Gyaltsen (skal bzang nyi ma toggi rgyal mtshan), came to Kham. He was invited to Dza Tengchen Gonpa (rdza steng chen dgon pa), the boy's monastery. There, many people took their vows from this abbot, and each received a name at the same time. When it came to Shardza, he received the name Tenpa Drudrag (bstan pa 'drug grags) from the abbot, who repeated the name three times. All those who were taking the vows burst out laughing loudly. The abbot said that it was a very auspicious sign, and that the boy would become a great man.
The reincarnation of Tazhig (stag zhig), whose name is Shengyal Tenzin (gshen rgyal bstan 'dzin), came to the Dzakog (rdza khog) country upon the invitation of Shardza's monastery. He was the holder of the vinaya vows of the Menri (sman ri) lineage. In front of the abbot, the lopon (slob dpon) or teacher, a witness, and an interpreter, all four of whom were high monks, Shardza took the highest and final vinaya vows. He kept his original name, Tenpa Drudrag, and additionally received the name Drime Nyingpo (dri med snying po). From that time onward, he never took any alcohol, never ate meat nor wore the skin of animals, and he conducted himself completely according to the vinaya rules. Altogether he observed two hundred and fifty vows.

The second vow is the vow of bodhicitta, which he took from Samten Yeshe (bsam gtan ye shes). At the same time, he received the name Gyalse Zhenpen Norbu (rgya lsa rags zhan phan nor bu). He practised the two kinds of bodhicitta: one that is according to the absolute truth, and the other according to the relative truth. When he took the vows, he offered hundreds and thousands of butter lamps, flowers, incense and torma (ritual cakes). From then on, he always kept the vows precisely and paid attention to all details.

In the tradition, different texts mention different vows as part of the bodhicitta vow. Some mention twenty vows, some mention an extended form of 360 vows, some mention a medium form of 108 vows and some twenty-eight vows. These vows can be described as the four kinds of bodhicitta vows, all of which Shardza practised. In addition he also practised the ten perfections.

The presence of an interpreter is to ensure that the vow explained to the person taking the vow is clearly understood. The recipient thus cannot claim at a later date that the meaning of the vow was not explained clearly.
The Tantric Vows

Shardza took the tantric vows from his root master, Tenzin Wangyal. He took the initiation of the yidam called Walse Ngampa (dbal gsas rnam pa). At the time of the initiation, he was introduced to the nature of mind, the four initiations of the yidam and the initiation of Dzogchen called Gyaltab Chilug (rgyal thabsspyi lugs).

From another master called Rigdzin Tsewang Dragpa (rig 'dzin tshe dbang grags pa) who was also known as Dechen Lingpa (bde chen gling pa), he received the initiation of the peaceful and the wrathful form of the same yidam, Walse Ngampa. Also he received the Dzogchen initiation of Rigpai Tselwang (rigpa'i rtsaldbang), as well as the preliminary and essential teachings of Atri (a khrid), besides many other tantric initiations.

In the tantric vow, there are five root vows and twenty-five branch vows for the Kyerim (bskyed rim), and five root vows and one hundred branch vows for the Dzogrim (rdzogs rim). In Dzogchen, there are thirty vows. Shardza kept all these vows carefully and clearly. In the Bonpo tradition, all the vows mentioned above are those that can be taken by a person who can take all three types of vows, which he did.

Altogether Shardza had twenty-four teachers, from whom he learned different subjects. Usually in those days people were satisfied after learning from one or two masters. But Shardza was special. He continued to seek and learn all the time. To the following masters he offered all his wealth and from them he received all the teachings of different subjects, initiations and transmissions:

1. Dzatrul Tenzin Wangyal (dza sprul bstan "dzin dbang rgyal)
2. Dechen Lingpa (bde chen gling pa)
3. Dudul Lingpa (bdud 'dul gling pa)
4. Samten Yeshe (bsam gtan ye shes)
5. Shengyal Tenzin (gshen rgyal bstan 'dzin)
HOW HE PRACTISED IN SOLITUDE

When Shardza was about thirty-four years old, one day he felt great disgust for living in this worldly life. So he decided to go stay in solitude completely. The place he went to stay was Yungdrung Lhunpo (gyung drung lhun po), which bordered Shardza, his country. When he went there, many auspicious signs appeared, so he decided that it was a suitable place. There he built a small hut, just big enough for him to sit inside. At this place, he completely stopped all external and worldly activities and connections, and internally his mind stopped thinking of plans and desires, including relatives, friends and wealth. Living in solitude, he only had simple food and one set of clothes. In this way he practised with a rested body, speech and mind.
He started, as was done normally, by doing the preliminary practice of the teaching. He also did the refuge, bodhicitta and the esoteric practices. At that time, people generally learned and practised the Bonpo teaching only for food and wealth. Those people considered it sufficient just to do some rituals and prayers to please those who demanded it. However, Shardza saw all the essential points of the Bonpo teachings and practised accordingly, without paying any attention to such worldly thoughts.

In his own country, the tradition of the teaching was mixed up with the new Bon. He was able to see clearly the historical and pure part of the old Bon teachings, and completely left out the new Bon teaching, keeping strictly to the old (Yungdrung) tradition.

In Bonpo there are five high clans or families of people, which are the Dru (bru), Zhu (z/iu), Pa (spa), Me (rme) and Shen (gshen) clans. Each one has its own lineage tradition and strict rules, even though they are all Bonpos. He respected all these traditions, but he followed the Dru tradition, because this is the lineage holder of Menri.

From the beginning he practised the relative bodhicitta and the absolute bodhicitta. He practised with great hardship in solitude. He also practised the Kyerim and Dzogrim of various yidams in the tantric teachings. He divided the twenty-four hours of a day into four sessions, and practised most of the yidams, particularly peaceful Kunzang (kun bzang), Drenpa Namkha (\
\textit{r}anpa nam mkha\textquoteleft) and Tsewang (tshe dbang), or Black Kila. He practised everything, including tummo, Dzogrim and mantra. Even though he mainly practised the recitation of mantra, he especially did the practice of Trekcho (khreg chod) and Togel (thodrgal) all the time.
HOW HE WORKED FOR THE DOCTRINES OF TONPA SHENRAB AND FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL BEINGS

He worked for the preliminary teachings and the history of Sutra, Tantra and Dzogchen. Hence, he compiled them into two volumes. His commentaries on the nine ways of Bon and on Trekcho and Togel of Dzogchen in particular were compiled into two volumes. He held the lineage of Zhang Zhung Nyengyu (zhang zhung snyan bgryu’u) teachings. He also wrote many ritual texts for prayers and gana puja, as well as chod teachings, sutra and tantra teachings with various subjects in the sutra and their commentaries. All his work is like the lamp for the old Bon tradition. Later in our time, when people eagerly want to know something about Bon, his works are like a key to the whole tradition.

He had many disciples following his teaching. Among them, the best disciple was called Terchen Sangngag Lingpa (gter chengsang sngags glingpa). His successor was his nephew Lodro Gyatso (bio gros rgya mtsho). Besides these disciples, he also had many others to whom he gave special transmissions.

He was always teaching and giving transmissions. He never showed tiredness when people went to him for teachings. Aside from that, he still strictly kept his own sessions of practice.

THE TEACHINGS AND WORKS HE LEFT BEHIND

He helped his monastery, Dza Tengchen Gonpa (rdza stengchen dgon pa), to rebuild. For the exterior he reconstructed the temple, and for the interior, he restored the images. Three images are two stories high—about eighteen feet tall. There are many other smaller ones which are one storey (about nine feet) tall. On the outside of these images he made many decorations of precious
things, and inside he hid relics and books of important teachings and mantras.

Below his hut for solitary retreat one of his students, Sangngag Lingpa, proposed to him that he build a meditation centre. The place where the centre was built was called Gethang (dge thang). There he built a temple with images inside. Gradually people offered him properties, and he used these places to build many temples. Inside these temples he built several hundred images of various sizes. He also carved many blocks for printing books, particularly his collected works, which amount to thirteen volumes. Altogether 330 volumes of books were carved in blocks. Five huge prayer wheels and several large stupas were also made. All of these things together with the properties offered to him were, in turn, offered to his master from time to time. He also made offerings to all the temples and monasteries in his country, regardless of whether they were Buddhist or Bonpo. Whenever there were practitioners who were in need, he also helped them with their living.

He always offered flowers, incense, butter lamps, water and mandala on a regular basis. Every tenth day of the month, he made offerings of gana puja. Even though he was teaching a lot, he remained in his solitary retreat hut. Gradually, however, his students began to teach extensively in many teaching centres in the east of Tibet. Later, he made his nephew the successor to the meditation centre in Gethang and this nephew took over the teaching responsibility when Shardza was getting old. In all his teaching centres, the vinaya vow was strictly observed, while the meditation practice was Dzogchen.

HOW HE MANIFESTED HIS GREAT KNOWLEDGE AS A RAINBOW BODY

When he was seventy-five, in the water-bird year, Shardza changed his manner of teaching. In addition to the more serious topics, he gave more general kinds of teaching to his students, giving them advice. Usually he only had one meal a day, but then he began to accept all offerings
regardlessly. He also liked to play with children more, and began behaving very freely, without any consideration of how his worldly manner should be. Some of the students began to see him (manifesting) as the form of various divinities. Some of his helpers also saw him walking away with his feet above the ground. Some saw him leave his bowl floating in mid air. At night they could not see his body throw any shadow in the light of the lamps. This was noticed very clearly.

He also said to his disciples,

I, the old man Shardzapa, don't know when I am to pass away. I have been teaching specifically for the past eight years and I have taught many important teachings and I hope that you are not going to waste them. I advise you not to waste any of these teachings you have received but continue to practise until you are stable in your natural state. I think you are all very lucky, because it is very rare to receive these teachings. Since you have received them, you must try to realise yourself. They are very precious, can you understand?

When he was seventy-six, in the wood-dog year, one of his disciples, Kelzang Yungdrung (bskal bzang gyung /rung), was praying and practising in order to bless some medicine. Shardza told this disciple to finish his prayers before the fourth month, because after that they would not meet again. Then on the second day of the fourth month Shardza was presented with the blessed medicine with the prayer complete. He said, "Now I have to go to the empty places." So he went to the place called Rabzhi Teng (rab zhi steng) to stay. He put up a small tent there. Several of his students followed him and he told them, "The base of all knowledge is faith, devotion and vow. So you must realise this and carefully practise." In addition, he also gave them much advice. Very often his gazes were straight into space.
On the thirteenth day of the fourth month, he made a gana puja offering of Tsewang Bo Yulma (tshedbangbod yul ma), and he sang many teachings in the form of songs. He then ordered his disciples to sew the tent completely closed, and not to open it for many days. Then he went into the tent and said "good luck" to his students, as well as prayers. Then he sat inside in the posture with five characteristics.

On the next day, his students saw many rainbows above his tent. Some were big, some were small, some were round, others were straight, horizontal or vertical, all with many colours. Particularly at night white lights like long white scarves shone forth brilliantly, which everyone saw. On the fourth day, there was an earthquake, and there were loud and strange sounds. Also showers of flowers rained down. Between the stitches of the tent many lights with different colours—some with five colours, some with only a single colour—came out like steam. His student called Tsultrim Wangchug (tshul khrims dbang phyug) said, "If we leave the body for much longer, everything will disappear and there will be nothing left from the corpse. We should have something as relics for our devotion." So he opened the tent, and prostrated. The body of Shardza was completely wrapped up with light, and the size had shrunk to that of a one-year-old boy. It was suspended above the mattress at a height equal to the distance between the outstretched finger tip and the elbow of an arm. He went into the tent, and saw the fingernails had come out of the fingers and were scattered on the mattress. When he touched the body, the heart was still warm. He wrapped up the body with a cloth and kept it for forty-nine days. He then did a puja of the 1000 names of the Buddhas, as well as many gana puja and other offerings. After, when visitors saw the body and touched it, everyone had many special feelings rising in themselves. All the people saw lights, rainbows and rains of flowers every day. All the local people visited the body and strong devotion arose in all of them and they had great belief in him.
Some of the non-devotees were saying that, "The lama was not so special when he was alive, but is more special dead. So he is better dead than alive."

His successor, Lodro Gyatso (*bio gros rgya mtsho*), and his younger brother, Tsultrim Tenzin (*tshul khrims bstan 'dzin*), saw to it that all his properties were given as offerings and donations to all monasteries, both Buddhist and Bonpo, particularly to his own monastery, Dza Tengchen Gonpa. They also asked the monasteries to do prayers for many weeks, and gave them properties so that every year they would recite prayers on the anniversary of the manifestation of his rainbow body—the thirteenth day of the fourth month. They also made a large memorial stupa, with gilded copper, and his body was put inside in the niche of the ball of the stupa. Even much later people still could see the reflection of lights and rainbows and sparks coming from it.

*Extracted and translated by Lopon Tenzin Namdak from the biographical account by Sula Kelzang Tenpai Gyaltsen (su la bskal bzang bstan pa'i rgyal mtshan) (1897-1959)*
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**Introduction**

In this text there are three subdivisions according to whether the student is clever, medium or not bright. By following these practices, the first will achieve Buddhahood in one lifetime, the second in the intermediate state and the third after several lives of using the Dzog-chen methods.

These subdivisions occur in every section of the text and do not refer to the four major books into which it has been divided.
Gyalyum Sherab Jamma
First there is a preliminary practice which is described in two sections. The purpose of the first practice is to distinguish between samsara and nirvana; the purpose of the second is to stop desire for body, speech and mind.

THE FIRST PRELIMINARY PRACTICE CYCLE: TO DISTINGUISH SAMSARA FROM NIRVANA

The first practice is further subdivided into external and internal practices.

External Practice

Go to a quiet place without any people and stay there. First make offerings to the mountain gods or whoever is powerful and spiritual in the area so that they are not disturbed. Tell them where you are practicing so that you do not disturb them.

Then, thinking that you must stop desire for samsara, ask what is the purpose of so much attachment? You need to ask why you have this desire. Imagine that you are naked and born in hell, screaming and suffering as
if you are actually there. Then imagine that you are born in the realm of the hungry ghosts (pretas) with endless hunger and want. Imagine you are born in the animal realm, doing as animals do. Then think that you are born as a human with servants—imagine that life; then as a titan (asura) fighting with another—what is the purpose of that? Finally imagine that you are born as a god (deva) and spending life in leisure without thinking of the next life—what is the purpose of this? Imagine that you are circulating from one realm to the next. Do whatever comes to your mind—in vision or imagination.

Then imagine what it is like to be a yidam (tutelary deity); or that you are in Shambhala and are teaching the bodhisattvas; or in the tantric realms with the siddhas as disciples; or in Sukhavati or Olmo Lungring teaching Dzog- pachenpo. Pretend that you are actually doing this. Finally dissolve all visions into the natural state. What is left? Then dissolve even your thought itself into the natural state so there is nothing left. Then you will realise that everything is made by your thought—everything comes from there. You have to realise how things are created.

You must practice this seriously for at least three months, or at least one month.²

Lopon comments that it is necessary to practise in this way as a preliminary to the main practice—so the mention of time requirements is quite serious and deliberate. Think that it is very important to make such a period of preparation, and not just for a little while. Therefore prepare as much as you can.

Apart from eating and sleeping, this practice should be carried on for the entire day. If you go to an empty valley or cave, what else is there to do? This is serious practice, not like the common ngondro. This is for the person who is absolutely fed up with worldly life. Otherwise it is difficult to give up all the other things.

Regarding this we asked Lopon whether it was absolutely necessary to go to a solitary place for this practice, and he said that it was not. If we can't, we should at least
The result is seeing that everything is created by your thought. Once you finally realise this you can check back to find its origin. All things are created by your thought and mind—and if you look back to the source of your thought and mind you find that it disappears. It dissolves and goes back to its nature. That is the limit; every individual thing is dependent on the mind. All worldly life, all the beings in the six realms are in the same situation. The purpose of this practice is to stop all desire for the worldly life—to see that it is all created by our mind. The world is like a common mind. All human beings share the same vision, the same karma. Likewise for the beings in the other realms—they all share a karmic vision of the world.3

keep to regular sessions and do it seriously in order to have results. He said that in the Western lifestyle we have many free periods in which we can practice, so sometimes it may be even better than being a monk, because a monk has so many different duties and rituals to perform.

Lopon further comments that with regard to the content, the six realms visualisation is one means, but there is also the realisation of samsara as such. This is done exclusively. If you try to practise alongside all the worldly activities then it is very difficult not to be distracted. And if you don't do the ngondro seriously then the other practices will only look like leisure.

Lopon comments that although humans look at water and see water, beings of other realms look at the same thing and perceive it differently. When animals see it they only see it as something to drink, but not water. The hell beings see it as fire or ice; the pretas as some sort of dirty thing. What we see is always conditioned by our previous actions. We only see our own karma; that we can check from the clear example that if two or three people go together to see something they all see and feel different things. This gives an idea.

Take the individual mind, for example. One person might think that he is good although others think he is bad;
Internal Practice

The second part of the first preliminary practice is to stop desire through internal visualisation and recitation. It should be done for at least seven weeks. The actual practice is not described in this text. Briefly, there is a mantra and sending lights to the six realms to purify all defilements. It is more connected to the tantric system.

THE SECOND PRELIMINARY PRACTICE CYCLE: TO STOP DESIRE FOR BODY, SPEECH AND MIND

The Practice for the Body

Here one practices with the body. One stands up and places the soles of the feet together with the knees out and the hands joined above the head. The neck is bent to the chest. That is the body posture. One visualises oneself as a three-pointed dorje, flaming and blue.

a mother may see a man as her son, but his wife sees him as a husband. All this is created by individual minds—people see others through their preconceptions. Everything is created. This realisation makes it possible for us to develop in positive or negative ways. But we are covered with our ignorance, for always we are grasping. If things exist as our grasping mind sees them, as objects that are real and fixed, then nothing can change in this world. But nothing is fixed. That is how we are deluded. It is to break this deluded perception that is the purpose of this practice.

Lopon comments that Shardza composed his own collections here which are described in the main text. They are taken from the Zhang Zhung Nyengyu (zhang zhung snyan brgyud) which has been published in Delhi. These internal practices are best done alongside the external practice in the same session.

Lopon comments that the three types of practice are best carried out in the same session, one type after another.
Inhale the breath and hold it. Hold that posture until you cannot hold it any longer. At that point fall down backwards, exhaling with *HAH* strongly. Do this many times.

This practice serves three purposes: first, it purifies the body; second, the demons see the flaming vajra and leave you alone; and third, it stops desire for the body.

*The Practice for the Speech*

The second type of practice is for the speech. There are four subdivisions: Gyedapa (*rgyasgdabpa*; 'sealed'), Tsel Jongpa (*rtsal sbyong pa*; 'practice'), Nyen Tselpa (*mnyen btsalpa*; 'the training'), and Lamdu Zhug (*lam du gzhug*; 'to put in the way').

(1) *The Seal (Gyedapa).* There are three subdivisions.  
(a) *External Gyedapa.* *HUM* is a seal for the impure mind. *HUM* is used since it symbolises the Buddha mind. The practice is to sit cross-legged and gaze into space. Visualise your mind at the heart as a blue *HUM*, then sound *HUM* slowly many times. At the same time visualise the blue *HUM* emitting rays of little *HUMs* which come out through the right nostril filling up the universe with *HUM*. Whatever the *HUM* touches turns into another blue *HUM*, everything both internally and externally. Your mind is completely absorbed into *HUM*—nothing else is happening. Always sound the *HUM*, soft and long.

(b) *Internal Gyedapa.* Now sound *HUM* in a fast rhythm, and imagine that all the *HUMs* dissolve one into another and come back to the heart through the left nostril. When they come to the inside of the body all the flesh and blood turns into *HUM* so that the body is filled with *HUM*. Hold this vision for a long time.

The three points of the dorje are made by the elbows and the hands.
(c) *The Purpose* (*dgospa*) of *Gyedapa*. Thus you realise that no object, not even your body, is self-sustaining. Nothing, not even your body, has independent material existence—everything can be easily changed. When you have practiced long enough signs come, such as an unexpected vision of *HUM* externally, or that you suddenly feel that your body is filled with *HUM*. That is a sign that you have practiced *gyedapa* enough.

(2) *The Practice of Visions as Reflections* (*Tsel Jongpa*). Whatever vision comes to mind is */\^\{/reflection), so this practice is to destroy whatever comes and dissolve it into mind. The practice is similar to before. Sitting with the five-point body posture,⁷ visualise a dark blue *HUM* inside the heart. Now you should sound the *HUM* very strongly, very sharply, and visualize the *HUM* as a very strong fire with swords, throwing off sparks like lightning. This *HUM* comes out through the right nostril in the form of many *HUMs* and whatever they touch they destroy. Finally they go through everything and destroy in all directions. Everything is destroyed by this strong *HUM*. Then again it comes back through the left nostril and destroys all the material of your body. It also helps to send away all sickness and disturbance. It can even help in the formation of *the Ja/u* ('ja' /us; the body of light) by stopping all desire for the body.

The signs that this has been practiced enough are to have the sudden vision that the universe is just an illusion and that your body is thin like a net, insubstantial. That is the sign.

(3) *The Training* (*Nyen Tselpa*). The purpose here is to tame your mind and bring it under control. You practice by placing a stick in front of you and sounding *HUM* continuously like a beat. Then many *HUMs* come out from the heart like beads, leave the body through the

This is to sit with the legs crossed, back straight, neck slightly bent, eyes looking to the chest, and mouth slightly open.
nostrils, and go to the base of the stick. They climb the stick like ants, wrapping around it. When the first one comes to the top of the stick it stops, facing you; the rest are wrapped around in a spiral. When thoughts disturb you, all the HUMs come back to the first HUM at the heart. You have to spend some time doing this, and it brings the thoughts under control so you can meditate for as long as you want to.

(4) To Put in the Way (Lamdu Zhug). This means to put the body, speech and mind into the right way—to put them into the natural clear light. The practice is to think of a blue HUM the size of the distance from your elbow to your finger tips. This represents your body, speech and mind—everything. When you sound HUM it moves to the right and left and then it moves off, travelling over the countryside, until finally it goes to countries that you have never seen. All the while say, "HUM, HUM" continuously. Then stop it by saying "PHAT." strongly and suddenly. The vision disappears and you rest as you are—you remain in your nature. This HUM can go to the heavens or to Shambhala; suddenly you stop it by sounding PHAT. By sounding PHAT you will stop thoughts and remain in the natural state. By carrying out this practice you will begin to have experiences (nyams) of bliss, emptiness and clarity.

The sign that you have carried out this practice enough is that you will be able to remain in the natural state without any doubt or effort.

The Practice for the Mind (Sem Jongpa; sems sbyongpa)
These are direct methods of introduction to the natural state. The methods described above are all material ways to bring you to the natural state. Below are given nine methods to bring you directly to this state.⁸

Lopon comments that this part of the preliminary practice is done in sessions—first a section for body, then for speech and finally one for the mind, all in one session. As
The first three methods come under the title *Where does it come from, where does it stay and where does it go?* Holding the five-point body posture, look back to the origin of thought and enquire whether the natural state is material, visible or invisible. You have to check back. You cannot find where this object is or who is searching for it. When you try you lose everything. Like the sky—that is the empty mind—you start to realise the empty mind.

*Checking the Normal Worldly Vision.* When you realise this point you can try to destroy it but you will find nothing. Whatever you do, it is not possible to do anything with this empty nature. Even when all thoughts are stopped there is still a very bright and clear presence that is empty. That is called Clear Natural Mind.\(^9\)

If things were independent and self-sustaining then you could find out by checking all your visions as described above to discover their nature. But when you practice in this method, although vision comes as nor-

before this is an intense process; sometimes go out, but most of the time practice.

Lopon comments that we see all things as independent objects; we cannot see that all are reflections of the natural state. What we are seeing are all delusions that do not in fact exist independently. They are like the visions that come in dreams. However, if these visions were all independent and self-sustaining we would be able to determine this through a process of enquiry.

Take this table, for example. If we ask whether the table can be found in the top, the sides, the legs or the bottom, we cannot find it. If something was independent and self-sustaining (i.e. had inherent existence), it would remain after such enquiry.

This is a very widely used method of analysis in Buddhism; see Jeffrey Hopkins' *Meditation on Emptiness* (London: Wisdom Books, 1983). Checking the object in this way is a simple procedure and not so difficult; the problem is in the reconstruction of perception.
mal, your understanding is different. You see that all visions are illusion. You have realised the nature of nonstop illusion.

Looking to Where the Reflections Come, the fifth method: The visions come to the mind, but where do they appear and who understands them? Who tastes sadness and happiness? If you look back to the mind's situation you will see that everything is made by the mind. But if you look to the mind you will see that the mind too seems to have no independent existence. However, if the mind is not there, then who called the names and made the causes of existence? Therefore the mind must exist, and everything else exists in dependence on mind. Nothing exists independently of mind.

10 Lopon comments that philosophy can be useful to introduce the Dzogchen view. Although you cannot explain the nature of mind, you can point to the place where it can be found—like a child pointing to the moon. Usually Dzogchenpas do not discuss the view from a logical or analytical standpoint, because they are not trained to do so. This is not the case in the Bon tradition, however, where a school of philosophy unique to Dzogchen has developed. In any case, the least a Dzogchenpa can do is explain what he or she is doing and thinking.

11 Lopon comments that this use of mind is not in the sense of 'consciousness'; it is the mind as the 'nature of mind'. It is not like the Cittamatra (Mind Only) view.

This reference to Cittamatra concerns the store consciousness or kunzhi (kungzAi); in this view it is where all the karmic traces are kept, and if you purify it you achieve Buddhahood. Although this term is used in Dzogchen, there it means the natural state, the base, and there is no concept of purification. The base is primordially pure—kadag (ka dag)—pure from the beginning. So the practice is not purification but recognition of that state.

Take the external world, for example. In Cittamatra it is explained like the two halves of a hard-boiled egg that is cut down the middle, so that the object side and the subject side
Heart Drops of Dharmakaya

Nothing exists beyond the natural state. Earth is not independent of the natural state; stone is not independent of the natural state; visions are not independent visions. Everything is a vision of the natural state.

The natural state is like a single point; the natural state is like where birds fly—behind there is no trace. If you understand this point you will realise that the natural state is the creator of all things—the king of creators.

of an individual existence match. But Dzogchen says that everything is encompassed by the natural state, which has the power to make and take reflections. What is reflected in the mind does not independently exist; both internal and external are spontaneous reflections in the natural state.

To do this is a natural quality of the primordial state, but this does not mean that these reflections are solid, independent and inherently existent. They arise from the natural state and go back to it; it is our ignorance that grasps them as independent. So Cittamatra philosophy is often confused with Dzogchen. In Cittamatra it is said that both the objective and the subjective worlds arise from karmic causes. In Dzogchen however the world spontaneously exists; it is conditioned by karma but its source is the natural state.

Madhyamika philosophy does not accept the concept of kunzhi at all, however; it only accepts the six types of consciousness (senses and mind) rather than the eight of Cittamatra and Dzogchen. In those systems after the six senses the seventh is nyonye (nyon yed; emotions) and the eighth is kunzhi. An analogy is sometimes used: the mind is the husband and nyonye is the wife; kunzhi is the storehouse and the senses collect the goods that come into the storehouse from the outside.

So Dzogchen holds many aspects in common with Cittamatra, and the object side and the subject side are inseparable in both systems. Crucially, however, in Dzogchen the natural state is pure from the beginning and is always present. There is nothing to purify and nothing to reach.
Realisation Without Speaking or Thought, the sixth method: One might say that if the natural state exists then somewhere it must appear, but nothing appears so therefore the natural state does not exist. It is always without a trace, in past, present or future. But even though the natural state does not appear it is always there. This awareness is of a sort that you can never catch by thought, and you cannot name it or show it by letters. If you try to show it by sounds or signs you never go exactly to the nature of this awareness. Whatever you do to study or check in this way, you will be like a dumb man who tastes sugar—he can taste but he cannot explain to others how the flavour tastes. In the same way this nature cannot be thought and cannot be captured by words. When you understand this then you realise the natural state without speaking or thought.

The Natural State Does Not Exist Because It Is Not Material, the seventh method: The natural state does not exist either, because there is no method to remove it. It cannot both exist and not exist; neither is the natural state beyond existence and non-existence. There is no place for it to rest; therefore the nature of mind is completely beyond

12 Lopon comments that Tsongkhapa's criticism of Dzogchen was based on the notion that all Dzogchenpas do is ask about the nature of mind and find that mind has no colour or size or material. According to him that is the Dzogchen view. But this criticism is mistaken for this is the view of the Vipassana schools. As was mentioned in note 11, Dzogchen stresses the difference between the mind and the nature of mind. My nature of mind and your nature of mind are different. There are as many natures of mind as there are sentient beings. When someone takes a rainbow body everyone else is left the same. Just as each sentient being has a different body, so they also have different minds. But the quality of all their minds is the same; the mind is completely individual but its qualities are common to all. One can only study one's own nature even though the qualities you discover may be the same for all beings.
limits. If you understand this you understand the 'Great Limitless Mind that is beyond the Four Limits.' Thus you have nothing to grasp at. If you grasp at things you must bind them by one of the four limits.

*The Realisation That Is Beyond Thought and Without Name,* the eighth method: In the first place the natural state is completely beyond thought and the objects of thought. It is in no way an object of thought. You cannot show it by example. Whatever you do you can do nothing with this. However when you check back to the source of thoughts you cannot find anything—you just come back to the nature of mind itself. It is not separate from object and subject, nor from names, nor can any thoughts seize its nature. When you understand this without thinking you realise the mind without name that is beyond thoughts.

*The Realisation of the Spontaneous Mind Without Doing,* the ninth method: Even if you do not search or study anything the natural state is always with you from the limitless beginning. There is nothing to lose and nothing to find. If you search in yourself can you find it? Therefore you should not speak about searching for the nature of mind. From the beginning it was always with you and never separate from you. No other beings can see the nature of your mind. It is always self-originated. When you realise this you have realised the 'Naked Basic Dharma-kaya'.

---

13 Lopon comments that these are existence, non-existence, both or neither.
THE DZOCHGEN VIEW

Checking Where the Natural State Comes From, Where It Stays and Where It Goes

In this section you first check *Where does the natural state come from and who is coming?* The method to check this is, when a thought comes without planning, to ask the question whether it comes from existence or non-existence. Look into where it comes from. If you think it comes from existence and the external realms, say from the earth, mountains or houses, or from the internal realms inside the body or brains, then check each possibility individually. Check them and go back to these items. If you do this where can you find the source?

Secondly, you might think it is coming from the empty sky—but if so then where is the source in the sky? This source must be one of the elements, but if you look at air, fire, earth or water you cannot find your thoughts there. If you check in this way you still cannot find where they come from. The natural state is like a wind that comes suddenly from nowhere.

So just look to the natural state, whether it is something material, whether it has colour, what it looks like. Can you find out anything about it? Nothing can be found. Then suddenly you have lost both subject and object; that is called the 'Endless View'. It is the basic Dharmakaya for the base, the path Dharmakaya for the path and for the fruit the Final Dharmakaya. When you understand this nature you understand the nature of the Dharmakaya.

Where Does It Stay and Who Stays There? We must check these things. If you think that the natural state exists, then where is it right now? If you take all the material

14 That means that you realize it without grasping. It is a method for introduction—a preliminary practice, not the final Dzogchen view.
things and check them, things go back to the atoms and finally disappear like the sky. You cannot find the place where they reside. And if you cannot find the place where they stay, who stays there? What remains is a very bright clearness that will stay with you.

If you try to recognise who is staying in both realms you cannot find anything—neither in the object side nor in the subject side. Without thinking or speaking, it is the presence of brightness and clarity. The presence is very clear. According to the path it is called the 'Self-Brightness of Practising', and according to the fruit it is called the 'Unstoppable Sambhogakaya'.

Where Does It Go and Who Goes There? After a little while you will have to think back to ask where the thoughts go. If you look externally, you cannot find their destination. Everything just disappears. Even if you were to find something, you would have to ask, Who is going? When you try to find out, everything disappears. It is self-disappearing; it is self-purified. You did not do anything but delusion was purified. You do not try to purify nor do you do anything with the pure perceptions. Everything spontaneously appears and is self-liberating into emptiness. According to the path this is called Without Trace of Acting', and according to the fruit the 'Unseparable Nirmanakaya'. You must look hard to where the thoughts are going. Just as a wind disappears, they disappear into space. They are self--liberated and go into self-liberation. When you have this experience you see the 'Ungrasping Nirmanakaya'.

Usually we think that it is my mind that is always thinking. But when you ask where it comes from, where it goes and where it stays you cannot find any place. That is called the 'Collapse of the House of the Mind'. When you realise this you reach the 'Great Nature and Selflessness without End', TadrelChenpo (mtha' 'brelchenpo).

When you come to this nature there is no need to check or to do anything—there is no action and there is nothing to do. This is the unification of brightness and emptiness and is the great nature of Dzogpachenpo.
When you realise this it is called the 'Coming to Direct Cognition of the Natural State'.
So ends the preliminary practice.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{15} Lopon comments that you must not go on beyond this point unless the realisation it describes has been reached—without checking, object, or any grasping. This is bright clarity and emptiness united. You must not even grasp for the unification itself. Only when this has been reached can the practises that follow bear fruit. There must be a clear presence with no grasping; that is the fruit of the preliminary practice.
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ESSENTIAL TEACHINGS FOR THE PRACTICE

First of all we should get into the right state for the essential ripening of the mind. For this purpose it is necessary to receive the initiation. However, if you come through this preliminary practice you will receive initiation with the practice itself.¹

Leading to the essential teachings there are two subdivisions. The first division explains the context of the teachings and the second teaches in detail the practice.

Lopon comments that when you receive initiation it is to show you the natural state. Afterward you can check whether you received anything by seeing whether you then perfectly understand the natural state. However, if you do the preliminary practices you will see the natural state. So that is the initiation in itself.
THE CONTEXT

This section begins with a quote from the *Namkha Truldzö* (*nam mkha' 'phrul mdzod*). It says that in Dzogchen there are three types of wrong teachings. The first are wrong teachings that are incorporated into Dzogchen, the second are misinterpretations of the teaching and the third category are the wrong teachings that are automatically stopped.\(^2\)

For example, the way the mistaken teachings have been incorporated into Dzogchen is by putting the views of the eight lower vehicles into the teachings.\(^3\) But according to the Dzogchen view you do not need to see that the eight views are negative—they are spontaneously dissolved into it.\(^4\)

Quote from the *Yetri Tasel* (*ye khri mtha' sel*): "In the ultimate Dzogchen view, you do not need to remove anything. You do not need to grasp, for Dzogchen does not follow the traces of the path and fruit of the stages. All grasping to external or internal view is liberated by itself. It is beyond the subject, object, obtaining the fruit or removing of defects. This view is the object of the best knowledge of the practitioner."

The second mistaken view is to always wish and hope for very bright clearness or emptiness—strongly grasp-
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ing for many things, holding and wishing. It is bounded by wishing. That is also not good Dzogchen practice. If one is asked what is one's view, one answers, "Without negative or positive—things should be left as they are. Then all bindings and obscurations are liberated by themselves."

This view is beyond the decision of practicing and meditating. Without doing anything—without any attempt to change your nature—just let it go on continuously. Then all the negative side and all the positive side is dissolved into its nature. There is no wrong view. For example, if a flood comes from the mountains, it washes all the shrubs and bushes and trees down to the valley. It is in this manner.

Now in this Dzogchen text we have three systems of teaching the pupils. One of these is called 'the system of teaching', the second the 'system of direct introduction' and the third the 'traveller who crosses mountains and having mistaken his way is then helped to find the right path'.

If you ask which system is being taught here, it is the first system. What is the second system? It is to introduce Trekchb' and Togel directly. The third system means to give gradual teachings. This teaching is of the first type because all teachings are contained in this one.

The students that do not have the highest capacity must be taught gradually in self-awareness so as to remove slowly the obscurations of thoughts and thus move from samsara. This method I have already taught in the text Dzogpachenpo Kusum Rangshar (rdzogs pa chen po sku gsum rang shar).

The teaching here is for the practitioners of best capacity. So how is it taught? The manner of its teaching

Especially bardo and phowa teachings, which are given in Book 4 of this text.

In this work Shardza collected many quotations from different sources on Trekcho, Togel and Dark Retreat, etc.
is suddenly to introduce everything in a moment like a lightning strike. The basis (of it) is naturally liberated from the beginning. To this base you add nothing but are introduced directly to it so that you understand it fully.

Details of the Practice

The practitioner of best capacity does not need to meditate or contemplate, but needs to make a decision. By this firm decision he or she is liberated. This is the method of the Trekcho system.

By the teachings of TSgel one reaches the fulfilment of the visions of the three kayas and so achieves the rainbow body at the end of the lifetime.

THE TEACHINGS OF TREKCHO

There are two subdivisions according to two capacities of pupils.

For the lower division there is a quote from the medium book of the Zhang Zhung Nyengyu, the Dringpo Sorzhag ('bring po sor bzhag): "The visions are all introduced into the mind, the mind is introduced to the emptiness and the emptiness is introduced to the clear light. The clear light is introduced to the unification and the unification is introduced to the great bliss."

The reason for this is that when you introduce the visions to the mind this causes the cessation of the sense that appearances are self-sustaining. When you introduce the mind to emptiness, that causes the cessation

Buddhahood is then self-achieved. During this life you achieve the base and so you feel very safe and secure. You live with the confidence of a tulku, for whom samsara has no fears.

The book of collected experiences of practitioners called colloquially the Nyamgyu (nyams rgyud).

"Introduced" means "shown directly."
of the ignorant thoughts that grasp after truth. When you directly show the clear light to emptiness, that causes the cessation of the misunderstanding of your nature. And when you show the unification to the clear light that is the unification of awareness and nature. When you directly show the great bliss to the unification you realise the naked nature of emptiness and awareness without being born, stopping or resting in any place.\textsuperscript{10}

Now for this first system of teaching, 'the direct showing', one needs the personal advice of the teacher in this manner. The vision itself is not mind, and the mind is neither form nor vision. If you ask what the mind is you must understand that all the visions come from karmic traces.\textsuperscript{11} Because the mind has kept various karmic traces, they can be awakened, and so by the cause of the traces of previous action the visions appear. Even though these visions appear they have no inherent existence.

\textsuperscript{10} Lopon comments that if you grasp after the emptiness, it is not right, if you grasp after awareness that is not right and even if you grasp after unification it is not right. The real Dzogchen nature is unification, but unification is a state of being, not an object of knowledge.
\textsuperscript{11} Like the Cittamatra (Mind Only) system.

The Lopon comments that this is a reference to the Cittamatra view of the vision of the elements. Even though things seem to happen when we are awake, as if they were permanent and real alterations to the world, they are still karmic traces; nothing has happened in the absolute sense.

All vision is like a dream. In a dream, a vision is just a vision to the mind, even though whatever appears looks like real material to the dreamer. It is just the same when we are awake. All appearances come from the karmic traces—they all come to the mind. Apart from the mind nothing exists at all. The difference between dreaming and awakening is just in time—that is all.
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ACCORDING TO SEMDE (SEMSSDE)

The basic nature of the natural state (bodhicitta) is the base of all reflections. It is like an ocean; all kinds of reflections can appear in it. Thus the ocean equally reflects all images—the sun, the moon and the stars. That you must know.

From the point of view of bodhicitta (the natural state), you cannot explain the difference between the base, the energy or the reflections. That is because its nature is emptiness (i.e. the natural state) and to emptiness there is no distinction between them. For example, in the ocean itself, the clearness of the water (energy) and the reflections in it are not different from the water—they appear but they are not beyond the water. If you look from the point of view of the reflections (i.e. individual things) there is no contradiction either. From that perspective you can see that the ocean and its clarity and reflections are distinct from one another. However, according to the natural state none of the reflections has a real base. There is no inherent existence in them.

A quote from Luggyudang Drawai Dampa (fas rgyuddang 'dra ba'i gdams pa): "In this connection there is no speaking about emptiness and vision. Both emptiness and vision have no base."

Therefore the Semde system is only for leading the followers of lowest capacity into Dzogchen, and it is also called the Great Seal (Mahamudra).

13 The energy to reflect (tsal) is a property of the ocean, so the reflections (rol pa) and the energy are unified in its nature (gzhi). Sometimes only two terms are used: gzhi, the base, and tsal, reflections, these two referring respectively to the capacity to take reflections (subject side) and the reflections themselves (object side).
The text *Chagtri (phyag khrid)* by Trugel Yungdrung (*Jbru rgyal gyung drung*) and his followers was accepted as the highest teaching but this is not the case. It cannot

14 You cannot say the natural state is empty or has reflections or whatever. Like water which is also wet it is both things at once—neither term captures this reality, which is beyond words. You can't say it is empty because it is not graspable—if you say that it is empty you try to enter the state whilst grasping the concept of emptiness. The real fact is beyond all concepts. This is a reference to the Mahamudra system. Semde is the aspect of Dzogchen that most stresses emptiness and so the author here says that it is similar to Mahamudra. Mahamudra emphasises and grasps emptiness, but here nature is left as it is, without trying to act upon it, without meditating, visualising or contemplating.

Lopon comments that Semde (*sems sde*), Longde (*klong sde*) and Mengagde (*man ngagsde*) are all aspects of Dzogchen because they recognise as the final truth the unification of awareness and emptiness. Semde emphasises more the emptiness side, and Longde the awareness. But both are unified which is the essence of the Dzogchen view (the union of emptiness and awareness). Mahamudra is the union of emptiness and bliss, and as Tsongkhapa explained very clearly the emptiness referred to is that of the Madhyamika view; this is not the view of emptiness referred to in Dzogchen.

Many schools have terms and propositions which are very similar to those of Dzogchen, and this has led to some confusion when this label has been applied to other systems. For example, Sakya Pandita was very explicit in condemning Dzogchen as not being a Buddhist view at all. All the Dzogchen texts make special mention of the need to separate out all the other views in order to make clear the meaning of the terms in the context of Dzogchen alone.

At the very beginning you must know the other views, but they are to be discarded as this is the highest and best vehicle. Many Dzogchen teachers at present are teaching that Mahamudra and Madhyamika and Dzogchen views are not different. But this is not found in the literature at all.
be compared with the highest teaching any more than the earth can be compared with the sky.\footnote{15}

**THE DIRECT INTRODUCTION\*

According to Mengagde

For the best practitioners there is a second direct introduction. They can be liberated just after being shown directly. This instruction is given in two subdivisions: the first is the direct introduction, and the second concerns the decision to enter into the great non-action.

**THE DIRECT INTRODUCTION**

Now concerning the direct introduction there are three methods of teaching. The first is to comment on the importance, the second is to tie up and the third is to bind.

*The First Method: The Comment on the Importance*

Here there are two methods: to show directly the root awareness and to show the view, practice, action and fruit.

*To Show Directly the Root Awareness.* There are three descriptions of awareness (*rig pa*). The first is encompassing awareness, the second is awareness of thinking and the third is primordial awareness. The first means the awareness of the Buddha who encompasses all beings. The second is that of some of the schools of meditation like Vipassana (insight) where awareness is practised in meditation. There if you do not practise it you do not see the awareness, and sometimes it is clear and sometimes not. The third is according to this view—it is

---

\footnote{15}{Lopon comments that Trugel Yungdrung was the author of the *A Khrid in Fifteen Sessions*, which was composed in the eleventh century. Shardza is criticising this text because it is mainly Semde.}
the real awareness of Dzogpachenpo. It is always there whether you are practicing meditation or not, or whether you realise it or not. Whether you know it or not does not matter. What follows below is to show you this awareness directly.16

*The View, Practice, Action and Fruit.* First of all sit down in the seven-point posture.17 Then the master calls to the student and says, "Oh good child, is there any watcher or thing that is watched? And to where? Or not? You cannot find any object to be watched or a watcher who watches it. At that moment everything goes as the sky. Do not change or do anything. That nature is inexpressible. At that moment there are no names or concepts of clarity, emptiness or unification.

"You cannot show this by example; you cannot check it or recognise it by thoughts. You are unable to remove it, yet it never goes away. There is no root—it is empty. While you are in this state clarity is there without ceasing, nonstop and purified. The clarity is the self-created clarity and there is no antidote. It will always be in bliss. Always naked, it cannot be deluded. You can't say what

---

16 Lopon comments that this third type of awareness is with you whether you know it or not. But normal sentient beings are not aware of this part of their nature. This can best be explained by a little story. There was once an old lady who had a lump of gold lying on the floor of her thatched cottage. One day a prince came and saw the gold, and he asked the lady, "Why are you so poor?" The old lady answered that she was just a poor peasant. The prince pointed out that a treasure was there, since the old woman had not recognized the riches that were hers. Only when the prince (the teacher) came did the old lady (sentient being) see the riches (the natural state). Of course, the gold was unaffected whether the old lady saw it or not.

17 The seven-point posture is to sit with crossed legs, hands in equipoise, spine straight, neck bent, eyes open, mouth open, tongue on palate.
you have seen, but it is always bright. Its nature is without ceasing. It is the inexpressible nature and unremovable wisdom. There is no subject, for the visions are just there; without thoughts clarity is there.

"Without distinguishing subject and object, wisdom is there. This is the wisdom without object or subject, without substance. It is the Great Secret Path of the Great Perfection—the heart blood of the dakinis—and is the gift of Drenpa Namkha (dran pa nam mkha'). It is also the essential teaching of Rigpa Rangshar (rig pa rangshar)

"Have you understood? You realised it? Wonderful! "

The Second Method: To Tie Up

[This is given in four sections: the view, the practice, the activities and the fruit.]

The View of Tying Up. This means that all the views are tied up in emptiness because all the visions and mind are kept without change or trying to change them; everything comes as it is. Without doing anything and with no delusions you can see clearly. The vision comes suddenly like the flash made when lightning strikes. It is called 'the vision that comes as suddenly as lightning comes down'.

A quotation from the text Namkha Trulgyi Dzochen (nam mkha' phrul gyi mdzod chen): "Just now these visions and minds are all seen without any covering, very brightly and clearly. They come without planning; therefore they are sudden. They are self-originated; therefore they are called lightning. All the visions are without stopping and without inventing. They come

18 Drenpa Namkha was a mahasiddha who was the father of Guru Padmasambhava according to Bon history. He was a great reformer and wrote many commentaries. Rigpa Rangshar is the secret name of Shardza Tashi Gyaltsen; he is also known by the name of Drime Nyingpo (dri med snyingpo).
spontaneously, and everything is self-originated. This is why they are said to be like lightning."

This is the first of the four ways to tie up (with views).

_The Practice and Activities for Tying Up._ All the practice is aimed at seeing directly with full awareness. This is because when the thoughts suddenly arise, just at that moment they are self-liberated (if you are aware of them). That is called 'directly hit'.

Quoting from the text as before: "Thoughts arise suddenly. There is no certainty as to where they are coming from; therefore it is directly hit. Whatever appears is only self-originated. Thus, ignorance has no place to hide and it is called directly hit."

It is clearly seen how awareness and normal vision are connected and this is called directly hit. When awareness and vision are left as they are—without any change—that is called directly hit. Once you have understood these methods there is nothing beyond them, nothing to meditate on. That is called directly hit.

Now all the activities are tied up with the self-originated wisdom that comes naturally. Whenever you perform any of the four activities, without trying to plan or change anything but simply leaving everything as it is, that is called the 'Spontaneously Originated Wisdom'.

From the same text another quote: "Nothing is being stopped and everything appears naturally; it comes automatically. Nothing is being done particularly. This is why it is said that everything is coming automatically. If you act normally there is nothing wrong. Whatever you do, everything is the reflection of emptiness, and therefore it is the 'Automatically Originated Appearance'.

---

19 Lopon comments that while you are in awareness, when thoughts arise, then they are self-liberated. If you are not in awareness, then the thoughts can lead you.

20 The four activities are eating, sleeping, sitting and defecating—so at all times you should keep the natural state!
There is nothing to remove, collect or desire—therefore it is automatically originated. Everything comes into the emptiness and there is nothing to agree or disagree with—therefore everything is automatically originated. All the time your body, speech and mind are left as they are—there are no antidotes. That is the looseness without binding and tightness. It is a happy mind."

The Fruit of Tying Up. All the fruits are tied to the three bodies that are self-originated because whatever appears and whatever comes it is as though it does not matter, good or bad. This is because thought is self-originated from the natural state—and that is called the fruit 'self-originated from the three bodies'.

Quoting from the same text: "The self-originated Dharmakaya is like the sky. The Sambhogakaya is self-originated like the four elements of earth, water, fire and winds. The Nirmanakaya is self-originated as the six realms of beings. Wisdoms are all self-originated as the five poisons of the emotions. All things self-originate naturally from awareness and all are connected with awareness. Therefore there is nothing left to remove or to tie up with practicing."

Now one might ask, If everything is self-originated and goes back to the natural state, then what is this samsara that we are living in? Do you think this is the final truth and that there are not defilements? What you said is contradictory!

The Dzogchen view replies that there is nothing contradictory in this statement, because to the Dzogchen practitioner everything is self-originated. In this natural state there is no antidote to apply, for there are no negatives—there is nothing to be removed.

This is proven by the following quote from the *Melong Gudu Oselgyi Gyu* (me longdgu 'dus 'odgsa/gyi rgyud): "The view is like lightning that comes from the sky—no one can stop it. The practice of meditation is like the sun shining in the sky—all the darkness naturally disappears. When a flood comes from the mountain it washes all the rocks and trees and shrubs down to the valley—
that is like the activity. When you have found the wishing jewel your wishes are perfectly fulfilled—that is the fruit."

**The Third Method: The Binding**

This is again described in four sections—view, meditation, activities and fruit. All of these are bound into normal vision which has no base. It is just left as it is—that is the binding.

**Concluding Summary**

The conclusion is that everything is awareness and emptiness. That is the single point; everything is in this. There is nothing to do with body, speech and mind. This view ties up all the ends. All samsara and nirvana are liberated without doing anything. This is the natural unification which is unborn and unending without doing anything—you just leave it as it is. That is to tie up with the five points. 21

---

21 The five points are (1) to stop; (2) to put into one single point; (3) to tie up without doing anything; (4) to liberate all samsara and nirvana; and (5) that everything is unified ceaselessly into the 'Unified Natural State'.
THE DECISION TO ENTER INTO THE GREAT NON-ACTION

Decisions without action has three subdivisions. The first is in general to remove all faults; the second is to explain what the decision without action means; and third is to decide to practice without practising.

As a general introduction, someone may challenge the view by asking, If as you say everything is self-liberated whether you understand or not, and samsara and nirvana are self-liberated for all time past and future, then surely you do not need to do anything. It seems that you hold the wrong view that there is nothing to do.

In reply one says that if one decides to enter the great acting without action, then there are twelve methods of acting. If one does more than these one is doing too much and one will circulate in samsara even more deeply.\(^22\)

A quote from the Trodrel Namkhadang Nyempai Gyu (spros bral nam mkha' dang mnyam pa'i rgyud) amplifies this point: "If you are doing too much you cannot stay in the real truth. If you take on many activities that means you are following the path of evil. Therefore remain loosely and without delusion in the 'self-liberating path without action'."

But then some may say, Surely is this not still the mistaken view that you don't need to do anything because everything is self-liberated?

One replies, Yes, this is the case, but it is neither mistaken nor contradictory. I do not need to do a thing more. Now all visions are helpful and without fault. Truly, once you are in the natural state every action is like practising the accumulation of merits.

\(^{22}\) These twelve are described in the sections that follow, as the four achievements, the three capacities of understanding and the five points of the decision without action.
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The Decision Without Action

The second subdivision explains in detail the nature without action; it has three parts. First of all there are the four achievements, then there are the three capacities of understanding, and finally there is the decision without action, which has five points.

The Four Achievements. These are:

1. To be able to do the opposite of what one thinks is the right action.
2. When one has achieved this capacity of acting without any concept of good or bad, it does not matter if one is criticised or not; everything is equal.
3. The person who has achieved this capacity is never involved in actions or thoughts.¹

² Lopon comments that these are descriptions of the practitioner who has the capacity to achieve Buddhahood.
³ If you do not fully understand the natural state, then all practices, such as reciting mantras, etc., are seen as effort. But when you fully understand that state then none of these actions are important any longer. Thus you are able to do things in the opposite way. A similar point was made by Longchenpa (klong chen rab 'byams pa): "When you don't understand the natural state you must try to accumulate merits and practise bodhicitta and confession, etc."

But the opposition spoken of here is not opposition in the sense of adopting the views of the heretic schools or even that of an opponent. It means that once one is continuously in the natural state one is not deluded—so whether one recites, or practises visualisation or whatever it does not matter. It is like being in space. Whether you paint black or white on space it leaves no trace.

When you first begin to hear these teachings this can be misleading, as it is valid only for the person who can remain undisturbed and not distracted in the natural state. Such freedom is the result.
4. If one who has achieved this capacity is criti-
cised, that person does not modify his or her view. One is not deluded by others. These are the four achievements of the person who has achieved the natural state.

The Three Capacities of Understanding. These are:

1. Of course the practitioners who have achieved this capacity will have clairvoyance. But they do not care for these signs even if the Dharmakaya appears very brightly in front of them. They have fully understood that everything is part of their nature, so they are neither happy nor sad to see this. That is the first sign that no one can remove the practitioner from his or her nature.

2. Of course even if sickness and miseries come, the practitioners do not care. If the King of Hell comes and puts molten metal in their mouths, if the demons come to take them away, they know that these appearances are not separate from their own nature. So no one can make the practitioner afraid. That is the sign that he or she will not fall down.

25 Lopon comments that if you don't do anything it does not matter from the point of view of emptiness; of course, it is different from the point of view of the practitioner. These differences are not different at source so there are not two truths; the practitioner is not, after all, the source. There is only one source, but to one who is grasping there is a limited point of view.

Many teachings seem very similar to Dzogchen, but all teachings are bounded by thought. If you go back to their origin there are always precepts that say this is the right way and that is the wrong way. Once you have this back-
ground you are bounded by thoughts. But Dzogchen has no background; this is difficult to explain as everything Dzogchen says is for the practitioner with capacity. This difference of view is very important to understand.
3. Of course practitioners can spontaneously give many teachings without study, as the teachings will be known spontaneously by the power of their understanding. Thus they will have a good reputation and so achieve power and knowledge to conquer their critics. They do not care—even if they see the Sambhogakaya or see Tonpa Shenrab teaching under his umbrella—they never change from their nature. They know that everything is not different from their nature. So they do not follow good or bad. That is the sign of the capacity of the practice—the practitioners will never be stopped, nor will they go back from their nature.

Practitioners have no hope to achieve nirvana nor are they frightened to fall down to samsara. They do not wish to do good things. Those practitioners who have this capacity do not doubt any longer. But if a practitioner is still doubtful as to whether he or she is acting in the right way or not, or whether he or she has got the right sign or not, then that person has not yet achieved this capacity. He or she will continue to circulate in samsara.

26 Lopon comments that when other Buddhist schools hear these teachings they have been very upset in the past and have said that Dzogchen is not Buddhism at all. But Dzogchen is not like the view of Indian or Western materialist philosophy in which the actions in the life have no ultimate consequence because body and mind have the same nature—the view that they are born together so it doesn’t matter whether you perform good or bad actions because finally they both go to ashes and no trace is left. The natural state is not material at all—after all, as is continuously stated in the text, where can you find it?
The Decision Without Action. Now comes the third part, the decision without action, which has five subdivisions. They are:

1. Activity can not bring Buddhahood because all activities are material and therefore impermanent. Nature and final truth are like the sky; no activity can bring emptiness. Therefore just decide to enter the 'Great Nature Without Action'.

   A quote from the *Trodrel Namkhadang Nyempai Gyu*: "If anyone enters the 'Nature Without Action', whether that being is a god or a human or in any one of the six realms, the nature of mind will always be purified spontaneously into natural truth. And whoever wants to get into this nature should not make any kind of action—only remain in the final truth."

2. There are no obscurations or negativity in the natural state. From the beginning everything is liberated into the realms of 'Great Bliss of Self-Clarity'. Therefore there is no need to apply antidotes.

   A quote from *Kunzang Dewai Lung* (*kun bzang bde ba'i lung*): "From the highest mandalas of Buddhas down to the ground, including all the external and internally existent things, nothing is beyond the Great Bliss. Therefore everything is not far from Buddhahood."

3. Whatever appears or comes, everything is the reflection of wisdom; everything is like an ornament of the natural state and is self-liberated. All the visions appear as wisdom. Therefore one must decide to enter 'the Path of the Equal Taste'.


A quote from the Desheg Gongpa Dupai Gyu (bde gsgshegs dgongs pa 'dus pa'i rgyud): "Whatever your thoughts are doing, rising or moving, the natural state and awareness has never been damaged by them. Everything spontaneously exists. That is the great fruit of the 'Self-Pure Liberation'. It is also the 'Pure Clarity Wisdom'. All the various visions are like reflections of the natural state."

4. All the existences that belong to samsara and nirvana are reflections that come from the natural state. All of them will be liberated into the natural state. Just at the moment when they are reflected they are ready to be liberated—there is no need to try to liberate them. Therefore decide to enter the 'Self-Liberation'.

A quote from the tenth chapter of the text above: "This is the automatic cutting off of the mistakes or obscurations. From the beginning it is beyond the views of nihilism and eternalism. Here nothing is said about them for all are naturally liberated into the 'Pure, Great, Naturally Liberated'."

5. From the standpoint of the natural state, whether you understand this natural self-awareness or not does not affect it. It is completely beyond the ends of samsara and nirvana. If you do not realise the natural state, the natural state never goes bad; therefore its nature is completely be-

27 This text has unfortunately been lost in the massive destruction following the Chinese invasion of Tibet.

28 Lopon comments that this means it has no end at all and is beyond concept; the Dzogchen Nature has no end and no beginning. From an individual point of view nirvana might be seen as having a beginning, however, for the practitioner must become a Buddha. But in this teaching all things are Buddha—equal.
yond samsara. It is liberated beyond the end of samsara. If you try to search or to look, you have only understood a little part. In this nature there is no side to be taken; therefore this is 'Liberated from the Ends of All the Eight Paths.' Whatever you do, everything is naturally self-liberated. There is nothing to look for and nothing to find. And there is no certain action. Therefore now you can live without worry, for you have realised the open space of your mind.

Deciding to Practice Without Practicing

When you have fully understood the natural state then all doubts are stopped.

A qualm: Surely if everyone who exists acts without action then whatever practices are done in the lower eight paths must be without purpose?

The Dzogchen reply is that everything that is practiced in those paths is made up by thoughts, and their practitioners never achieve the stage of acting without action, without thoughts.

Dzogchen never pursues them, but all their achievements, like Sambhogakaya or Dharmakaya or purification of knowledge are naturally present in Dzogchen Buddhahood. The reason for this is that all existing things are like illusions coming from the natural state. Therefore there is not any misview, as everything is liberated into the natural state.29

29 Lopon comments, "Why do they criticise this view? It is because all these schools, even the tantric schools, depend on visualisation, body posture, breathing, etc."
Quote from the same text: "The ways of the eight practices are outshone like the stars are outshone by the rising sun. Dzogchen does not need a plan to achieve Buddhahood; everything comes from remaining in the natural state—to spontaneously exist."

Therefore to the nature of the Dzogchen view there is nothing to do with acting. Day and night remain in the natural state—without any action, even planning or thinking, no expecting, no reciting, no visualising—even during sleep. So the practitioner practises days, months and years without distraction in the natural state. All the four actions are carried out without distraction.

The practitioner is contemplation. Everything is the 'Unstoppable Action'. Whatever the practitioner experiences, whatever comes is an experience for the practice—happiness, bliss or whatever. He or she does not even care if the thoughts are racing—there is no hope or path—so thoughts are left as they are. That is the method of practice. Sometimes there are raging emotions, like anger or sorrow or whatever, and the practitioner does not care. They are just left as they are. This is the teaching.

Whether the practitioner collects merits or sins does not matter, things are left just as they are. Not far away from the natural state, the practitioner leaves behind no trace. 31 There is no base of keeping past actions.

30 Lopon comments that in a horse race the horse has no time to look at the ground and pick flowers or grass; in the same way when you practise the natural state all thoughts and activities are naturally liberated into the natural state without plans or actions.

31 Lopon comments that while the practitioner is not distracted but is continuously in the natural state it is as if he or she is in space—whatever is done, no traces are left behind. As we said, whether you paint black or white on space nothing remains. The base that keeps the traces is lost; it is empty.

Of course this only applies to a practitioner who has
That is the practice of the Dzogchenpa. There is no trying to practice antidotes or removing negativities—that is the fruit. And not to seek antidotes—that is the commitment. Everything is to be left as it is. 32 There achieved continuous contemplation. For other people who still grasp their karmic traces this does not apply. When the Lopon first came to Swayambhu in Nepal in 1944 he met some Tibetans with whom he travelled for some days. One man was a former monk who had a wife and children and was carrying a huge load of luggage on his back. When he was a monk he had met Dega Rinpoche, a famous Dzogchenpa, in the mountains and consequentially he gave up his robes because he felt he was too tied up with the vinaya vows. But Lopon pointed out that he was equally tied up with his children. The man replied that in Dzogchen it is said that it does not matter what you do—so he was free to do anything and that was OK. But this is a complete misunderstanding of Dzogchen. The teachings only apply when you are totally absorbed in the natural state. It depends on your practice and only you can judge.

So it is a paradox that beginners must take actions even though the ultimate Dzogchen view has no action. The beginner must take a very strong action—a decision—otherwise there will be doubt and hesitancy. All the preparatory methods help us realise the natural state. But once it is seen and understood then the situation is different. The experienced Dzogchenpa would not need to do preparatory practices at all.

32 Lopon comments that this means not hesitating or meditating, and this is why many Buddhist masters criticised Dzogchen. For example, Tsongkhapa asserted that the natural state in Dzogchen is just like being unconscious. Far from that, this awareness is very bright and clear. But the Indian commentators on the Prajnaparamita, such as Nagarjuna, did not understand this awareness that is present after thoughts have stopped. They do recognise something similar, the undeluded direct cognition of sunyata (void). This cognition is inseparable from its object and undeluded; but it is not the same.
is no measure of being understood or not understood—that is the sign of the practitioner's knowledge.

Another criticism might be put in this way: You say that the Dzogchen view is not limited; yet here you say no action is your view. Is this not a contradiction?

The answer to this lies in non-action. From the Dzogchen view this term means no action, but from the practitioner's point of view this is not a choice—one just does what comes next in the natural state. But to explain it a term must be used. Whether it is to look or not to look, to act or not to act, everything is self-liberated; therefore there is no missed view or right view—I do not care.33

It may seem the same because here the object is sunyata and the subject is direct cognition; but the difference is that this cognition is the fruit of practice by thought. First you practise and then you have the experience. You develop it until the thoughts gradually diminish and the object becomes more and more clear. Finally the object is perceived directly; so it is a result of thought.

Even if there is a gulf in the progression to the final stage of direct cognition, the connection between thought and direct cognition cannot be denied. If there was no link between the two then nothing could bridge it. But from the Dzogchen point of view the nature is already connected; it is not linked with thoughts because it is already there. It has always been there. It is not invented. Whatever is in you, that you can realize.

Purification is needed for Dzogchen, however; that is the reason for the preliminary practises. It is a great error to try to apply these teachings without this period of preparation. You must always understand the perspective of any comment—be it about the natural state or the individual. Otherwise you fall into nihilism.

33 Lopon comments that in the philosophical background to Dzogchen there are various mistaken views which are described in the Namkha Truldzo (nam mkha’ 'phrul mdzod), a major text on the philosophy of Dzogchen taught at Dolanji:
"The view that you must meditate, or that you must not meditate; that there is no source of existence or that samsara has no end; the view that Dzogchen must be learnt in order to know it or that Dzogchen has no connection with mind; the view that it has nothing to do with anything else or that the Dzogchen view is not certain—anything goes; that everything is nothing so you can do whatever you like, or that the view says that everything is faultless. These are the ignorant views.

"Better views but still mistaken are kadag (ka dag)—that the view is pure from the beginning; lundrub (Ihun grub), which means that everything spontaneously exists; that the view is not certain so it can be this or that; or that the real natural state is nature and reflections. These are all partially complete views.

"Some of the masters of Dzogchen introduce the view directly with a crystal or mirror; some say you must go to a quiet place to meditate; some say you must have hardship and others that you must be a beggar. Some of the masters say that you must give up all your property and go and live in a cemetery or in the mountains; some again say, "Go now and live as a madman!" Some say, "Don't desire anything, go and live as a small child." Others say you must live the opposite of what they teach; some say, "You should avoid objects that cause anger and desire and don't expect to have a good reputation!" Others say whether people say good or bad things about you, you should not care. These are the sayings of the Dzogchen masters.

"But according to this system we don't accept any teachings of theirs; we don't think that their teachings are either good or bad—we don't care. Why? Because we are completely outside of the judgement of their points. There is no point in arguing or judging; we don't care. Like the elephant—if he is thirsty no one can stop him from going to the water! All these different views have been bounded by thought and so are grasping."

This process has the purpose of bringing out doubts to clarify them—like washing stains from a cloth so that one sees the material clearly.
The Togel section has two parts: first there is the explanation of why Togel is higher than Trekcho, then there is the teaching of the Togel path.

First, in the text Yetri (ye khri) there are ten points to distinguish Trekcho from Togel; here is a summary in seven points.¹

The first is in 'the ways of purifying grasping'. In Trekcho all the mountains, rocks and countries have to be thought of as illusions, otherwise this teaching cannot liberate directly on its own. Togel, however, de-

Lopon comments that the distinctions are being made between the two techniques in order to clarify them in relation to one another, and not to suggest that either can work on its own. Without the fundamental practice of the Trekcho view, the Togel will have no meaning, although it will work. Without Trekcho the foundation is not safe for Togel. Many people are keen to do dark retreat straight away, but without Trekchos there is no base for the visions to come.

If you hope to see strange things you can, but it will have no meaning. This is explained below.
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pends on the five lights by which all the objects of existence are completely liberated into light.

Quote from the Yetri: "It is originally purified; there is no grasping. That nature is called the 'Great Buddhahood'."

The second point is in 'the matter of the self-vision of the body'. In Trekcho the body cannot become the light body—it can only be made to disappear to the level of the atoms. There are many systems to make the physical body disappear, such as the temporary illusory body. Even in the practice of shamata the physical body can disappear. But they are not true or final. Tbgel, however, completely transforms the physical body into pure light.

If you don't achieve the rainbow body then you do not achieve the final body. Likewise, if you do not achieve the Great Rainbow Body you have not achieved the final Buddhahood. In Togel all your physical body and the objects that you share go into the rainbow body.

Lopon comments that this refers to the body becoming so subtle that you cannot see it with the naked eye, as if it transforms into very fine particles. There are many other results of practice in the other traditions. In Mahamudra, for example, the body disappears and the illusory body is realized. It is not that the physical becomes the illusory body; the physical body dies as in the normal case but the mind realizes the illusory body.

Lopon comments that just as the karmic causes make the world of experience, each individual person has his or her share of this common vision. For example, a person, say a man called John, is part of the common vision, but his mother will see him as her son, and his wife will see him as her husband. That is their personal share. So along with the physical body, whatever is a person's share goes into the body of light in the final transformation; the body of light is all that is left after all karmic vision is purified. The entire body goes into light, but not the material things and property—they remain part of the common karmic vision.
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If one becomes a rainbow body one's light body has no defects; it is completely purified and karmic causes have completely stopped. Previously one practiced bodhicitta; now one has received the result, so until samsara is finished one will help sentient beings.

When a man dies, he leaves behind possessions, furniture and houses, but the vision that 'this is mine' or 'that is mine' dies with him. No one will think 'this is mine' of one of his former possessions unless it has been given to her or she buys it.

So karmic links are everything but there are two aspects, the public side and the personal side. This is not like the Hinayana view, however, in which it is believed that after the Buddha showed the Parinirvana there were no traces left, for he had completely gone—non-existent. That is the final body of the Dharmakaya, permanent because it is nonmanifest. The rainbow body is the manifest body of Buddhahood, the Sambhogakaya form, in which all the body, speech and mind are completely purified of all karmic traces.

As a Sambhogakaya form, this body is impermanent, although someone who has achieved the jalu (‘ja’ /us) realises all three kayas of the Buddhas. The Dharmakaya can be seen only by the Buddhas; the Sambhogakaya can be seen by the high Bodhisattvas; and the Nirmanakaya form can be seen by ordinary beings, but only if they have the karmic causes to do so. All manifest bodies are impermanent; even the Dharmakaya has two forms—the wisdom Dharmakaya (the awareness side), which is impermanent, and the nature Dharmakaya (the empty side), which is permanent.

The unmanifest Dharmakaya cannot help beings, but its manifest aspect—the Sambhogakaya form—does so due to the everlasting bodhicitta. Such is the union of clarity and emptiness.

When you have purified all the defilements your mind is called the Dharmakaya and your body is called the Sambhogakaya. At the same time you have emanated teachings to all beings; that is called Nirmanakaya. Generally we say
Quote from the Yetri: "The visions of the five aggregates (skandhas) are not removed but are purified into self-vision."\(^5\)

The third point, 'the matter of purifying consciousness': In Trekcho you only see emptiness, but do not see the pure light visions, so the deluded vision cannot be removed or purified. You have to think that it is kadag or pure from the beginning, but it does not appear that way. It is therefore always linked with ignorance, and the visions are not completely pure. For this reason one can be easily distracted, and it is difficult to achieve liberation. In the Togel, however, you use methods for understanding illusion directly, so it makes the achieving of self-liberation rapid. After self-liberation, deluded vision does not occur and therefore does not cause distraction. The visions of Togel lead very directly to understanding.

Quote from the Yetri: "There are eight objects of the eight consciousnesses (five senses with emotion, mind and kunzhi). They are the self-vision dakinis and they spontaneously exist without any searching. Therefore this is called the 'Great Vision Owner of Wisdom'."

Fourth, 'the method to help others from the viewpoint that nothing exists inherently': The natural state spontaneously exists as sounds, rays and lights, and that Dharmakaya is permanent but the kayas are impermanent; but here the Dharmakaya has two divisions. We say that the Buddha's knowledge is purified but that it is impermanent; what is permanent is the nature of emptiness. The Buddha's mind is not permanent. Lopon comments that in the Trekcho it is not easy to make pure visions, but in Togel one experiences the source of visions and their nature and how they are liberated. Therefore it is easier to purify all common objects and subjects. Trekcho is like reading a description of the view instead of seeing the view itself.
those all appear. By the method of Togel you see this and so everything becomes rapidly purified. In Trekcho, however, there is no direct method to see this. Trekcho is also gradual—it takes a long time. However, Togel is very direct and by itself can purify so that you can help other beings very quickly.

Quote from the same text: "All the visions come from themselves and are seen by themselves. Everything is the reflection from itself. There are no objects inherently. Everything is the 'Great Vision'; therefore there is no way to help others."

Question: If you realise that everything is your own vision then how can you help other beings? What is the answer?

The answer is that you can help them because they are self-vision.\textsuperscript{6} Beings are also self-vision. Inherently helping them is not possible.

Fifth, 'the matter of not searching for fruit': All of these matters are without any searching for fruit. During the Trekcho time all the visions are inherent vision even though you understand that they have no inherent existence. Togel allows the development of special vision that mixes with the normal vision so that it easily turns into the vision of reality. It is a quick and practical path to develop the self-liberated vision. Nor do you need to

It is sometimes said that you only perceive your own karma. Lopon comments that if you stop to help beings, that would imply that other beings are inherently real. But if you believe this you cannot help others in actuality. Helping beings is part of your own self-vision, within the Natural State of Spontaneous Self-Arising.

Lopon comments that visions still appear as inherently existent in Trekcho even though you understand fully that they are all reflections that come from the Natural State. So in Trekcho the visions do not change—they are the ordinary visions we all experience. You understand and they are self-liberated but the visions do not change.
pray any more. By this method you quickly achieve Buddhahood.  

Quote from the Yetri: "It is itself a great fruit, so there is nothing to search for. If you do not search for this fruit everything spontaneously exists; therefore it is excellent."

Sixth, 'the matter of directly seeing the self-visions': In Togel you directly see the self-vision. During the Trekcho the six sense organs are not purified, and therefore they have to search for the purified visions. In the Tdgel the doors of clear light are opened by the wisdom wind. From there the four lamps will appear and by them are purified all the views of delusion. According to this method you understand that all visions are self-liberated visions while at the same time you are developing the Trekcho view.

Quote from the Yetri: "The point is to understand the means of self-vision so that there is nothing separable and it comes together."

Seventh, 'the matter of the bhumis (stages) ': In Trekcho everything is connected with the natural state but the vision and body are unable to rise to the final level (because the method is lacking). In Tdgel there are no antidotes to remove obscurations—it naturally

---

8 Lopon comments that even though you understand that vision is self-created in Trekcho, your visions are still mixed with deluded vision; therefore you should practise Tdgel and mix the Togel visions with the normal ones. The visions in Trekcho are still waiting to be purified, so to reach Buddhahood by this method will take a long time. It is far quicker with Togel; Trekcho is gradual.

9 Lopon comments that this view is of vision and unification. You cannot separate pure vision and unification—they develop at the same time.

10 Lopon comments that literally bhumi means 'earth', but here levels of mind is meant. The ten bhumis represent the increasing capacity of developing knowledge.
sends you to the final stage. Togel therefore achieves the 'Great Bhumi of Swastika'.

Quote from the Yetri: "This unchangeable bhumi has no methods to remove all activities, so it is the greater way."

---

11 The Swastika is the ancient symbol of Yungdrung (Eternal) Bon. Lopon comments that the bhumis referred to here are levels according to the Bonpo Prajnaparamita. If you look at them panoramically they all seem to reflect one another. Each has its own beginning, object to be purified and knowledge to be achieved. At each stage there are different views and each bhumi has its own deities. When you achieve the bhumi you will see the divinity and they will teach you how to develop further. When you achieve the first bhumi you see the loving Goddess of Dana (giving), the Sambhogakaya of the goddess of generosity. She will teach the antidote and how to remove the obscurations. The second is moral behaviour oxshila; higher levels form in like manner.

The Bonpo philosophy has a background completely independent of the Indian and is much earlier. Later it found its way to India and the Indians accepted some of its concepts. An interesting example of this is the cosmological system of Vasubandhu. His system has nothing in common with other Buddhist cosmological systems. And the Buddhists used to say that this system was his own special system. In fact it is almost identical to the Bonpo system. The root text of the Bonpo text is called the Dz bd'pu (mdzodphug) and is written in the Zhang Zhung language with a Tibetan translation beneath it. It is still in use.
HOW TO PRACTISE THE TOGEL

From the *Rigpa Khujug* (*rigpa khu byug*) there comes the following quote concerning the practice of Togel. This is followed by a commentary.

There is a proverb about the forty-two methods of Togel: 'When the king of awareness travels magically to beings he rides on a red bird with a long beak that comes from the white-stepped red rock, and riding on this bird he goes to the different places. At that time four kings are all serving him and lift him from down below. The four queens of the seasons are supporting him from the sides. Four magic winds are moving him along, and four great rivers are extending his virtues and magic. Four fires give equal heat; they dwell in the golden earth and eight clear mirrors decorate the body. Three secret letters are set into mind; five bright lamps shine from the crown of the head; all the stars and planets are shining brightly on his breast. Four servants are all serving him. He works for beings without lacking any methods, and all benefits come from this mount.'

In this allegory are combined all the methods of the Togel practices. They were taught by the Dharmakaya to the Dakinis who kept them secret in this proverb. The early siddhas and scholars did not comment but thought to leave it to Shardza Tashi Gyaltsen for his share (of comments).

12 Lopon translates this as 'the Awareness of the Cuckoo' though this is a different text from the famous Tun Huang manuscript of the same name.
THE COMMENTARY

The long-beaked bird means the source of vision (the five rays of coloured lights, the very beginning). In the centre of the heart the awareness rests, and from the heart a channel the size of a straw joins the awareness to the lungs. Through this channel the winds are coming and going, and to them the visions attach. That produces thoughts. When the winds touch the source of the visions, that is called mind. The wind is like a blind horse and this mind is a like a lame man with eyes who rides him. When the wind stops all the visions dissolve into awareness and all thoughts disappear and dissolve into their nature.

This nature has three qualities—emptiness, awareness and unification (or inseparability). That is the base from which the reflections come. If you use the methods of Togel, those reflections which the base contains spontaneously appear through the channel of the light which is joined to the eyes. Each eye has two channels joined to it.¹³

This purifies the impure visions and you see the visions of wisdom. There are forty-two methods of Togel and here they will be taught sequentially.

¹³ Lopon comments that one channel is the normal eye consciousness and the other is the one discussed here, so the doorway is the same although the Togel visions are generated internally. In Tibetan medicine this inner path is named the yangje karpo (yang rje dkar po). It travels between the eyeball and the lungs via the occipital foramen over the outside of the brain, and through it come the Togel visions. Normally it is not used until it is opened by the methods of Togel; in Trekcho you still use the normal channels of the eye.
The four kings that lift from beneath

The four kings are the four methods—the first method concerns the body, speech and mind; the second concerns the eye organ that stands at the doorway; the third is the object of vision and the fourth is to slow down the awareness and winds. For example, Tonpa Shenrab goes to the four great kings to invite them respectfully and he controls the three realms of existence. In the same way there are four methods to use and the awareness controls all the visions.

The First Method of Body, Speech and Mind

The Methods of Body

The first method has three subdivisions. The body is kept in a posture to control the channels and winds. Controlling the posture helps the practitioner to see the clear light directly; this is why posture is important.

Quote from the Wonderful Beads of Gold (gsergyiphren ba mdzes): "The Dharmakaya posture is like a lion sitting, the Sambhogakaya posture is like an elephant sitting and the Nirmanakaya posture is like a rishi sitting."

The Dharmakaya Posture. The posture of the lion sitting is to place the balls of the feet on the ground, lift the bottom and hold the back straight, and close the lower door (anus). The head is held back slightly and the two hands are placed on the ground between the legs. The position is like a squat. Some teachings say the whole foot should be placed on the ground but in our tradition only the front of it is put down. The purpose of this is to remove the wind that produces disturbing thoughts and to open the central channel so that visions start. Also it helps to stabilise the natural state.

The Sambhogakaya Posture. In the posture of the elephant lying down, you squat with the balls of your feet on the ground so that the knees are lifted up off the ground and touch the chest, and the chin is supported by the hands with the elbows on the ground. This calms the disturb-
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The practice of Togel involves bringing winds, stops thoughts of desire or anger and brings strong health. This posture helps to bring complete visions externally and to stabilise the natural state.

The Nirmanakaya Posture. The rishi position has the soles of the feet placed on the ground with the arms wrapped round the knees, which touch the chest. The neck is slightly bent back. Alternatively you can sit without crossed legs, supporting the neck with the hands, with the head bent back. The purpose of this posture is to bring you warmth and gradually to stop the thoughts. It also allows you to develop external visions, while internally you develop great experiences.

The postures are not to be held too strictly or held so tightly as to be uncomfortable, nor are they to be held too loosely. Too tight a position will be painful and disturb the meditation; too loose a position will give no assistance.

Then there is the posture like a duck moving sideways, useful for beginners to start to have visions. To do this, the practitioner lies on the right side with the right elbow placed on the ground supporting the chin. The left hand is placed on the thigh. The two legs lie on the ground one on top of the other with the knees slightly bent. This inserts the wind into the central channel so that extraordinary visions develop.

Finally, there is the antelope position which is not explained.¹⁴

¹⁴ Lopon comments that it is a very difficult position with the legs bent and the hands on the back of the neck looking up. These techniques are used to keep concentration and specifically to develop visions. In the Bon system all the four classes of tantra have their own postures as well.
The Methods of Speech
Quote from the *Taktse Drontna (rtags tshadsgron ma)* from the *Zhang ZhungNyengyu*: "If you do not stop talking you cannot see the unspeakable nature and the one single point nature will not appear directly."

Shardza comments that you must talk less, and in the end stop talking and remain in your nature.

The Methods of Mind
The mind means the essence of the awareness according to the gaze of the eye. To stare into space makes the movement of the winds calmer and calmer. When the winds become calm the unification will be deeper and deeper.

Quote from the *Taktse Drontna*: "If you don't apply the gazes strictly, the awareness will not appear directly."

The Second Method of the Eye Organ that Stands at the Doorway
Now the second method is with the eyes. In ordinary vision the gaze does not help with the appearance of wisdom. So you must hold special gazes in accordance with the body postures.

Quote from the *Wonderful Beads of Gold*: "In the Dharmakaya body posture the eyes must gaze firmly upwards, for the Nirmanakaya posture the gaze must be downwards and for the Sambhogakaya posture it must be to the side, right or left."

So the gazes can be of three types but the main thing is the appearance of the visions.

15 Lopon comments that as with the body positions, these gazes are not to be held too tightly, otherwise one becomes uncomfortable and this disturbs the meditation. The essential thing is to control the mind.
Quote from the same text: "With half-closed eyes and without being deluded, look slightly below the sun at the distance of your fingers to your elbow. That is the method."

Practise this more and more until you can keep looking at the sun in this way continuously.

The Third Method of the Object of Vision
The third method is for space. In a high place without any disturbance, gaze into the clean and clear sky. Gaze through the eyes at the clear cloudless sky; there will appear the different clear light visions. Beginners should do this at sunrise or at sunset. In the morning face west, and in the afternoon face east and gaze into the clear sky.

Quote from the Tingshok (mthing shog): "In the morning gaze into the west; in the afternoon gaze east...."

The Fourth Method to Slow Down the Winds and Awareness
The fourth method gives four stages of breathing—inhale, add a little, hold and exhale. Some teachers say this but they do not know the method of breathing here; in this case you should not change the breathing, but leave it as normal. Whether it is through the nose or mouth keep it the same as long as it is very gentle. If you keep this gentle breathing, then the thoughts and mind will be slowed down, and the mind will be easily seized as a prisoner, as the winds are not moving.

The mind is kept prisoner by the awareness. If you keep the wind gentle then the breath coming and going between the mouth and nose becomes calm, and when it becomes calm then the mind and wind meet at the channel at the heart. As there is no disturbance, no

16 "Without being deluded" means that the mind does not follow the vision.
thoughts are produced, and the mind is naturally absorbed into the naked nature.

*Four magical winds are moving him along*

There are four special channels. For example, the winds are all shaking and lifting the universe. In the same way, there are four great channels and all the visions of clarity are produced and developed (lifted) in them.

Quote from the *Tig/e Drugpa* (*thig le drug pa*): "In general four things combine to make the body. The channels or veins are like nets. In the body there are the four special channels of activity. The first is called 'the great golden channel' (*ka ti gser gyi rtsa chen*), the second 'the threads of white silk' (*dar dkar snal ma*), the third is 'the fine twisted thread' (*phra la 'khrul*) and the fourth 'the crystal tube' (*shel bug can*)."

The first channel connects the heart to the central channel at the level of the heart. Inside there is the essential clear light, and there all the reflections spontaneously exist with the peaceful divinities. From there it travels to the brain, where the wrathful divinities spontaneously reside. Also it has branches which each support the visions of tigle.\(^{17}\)

Inside the second channel, the threads of white silk, it is fine and white. This channel starts at the heart level of the central channel and goes up the spine, leaving the central channel at the neck. From there it travels over the outside of the brain where it splits into two branches. One side is connected to the right eye channel where it supports what we see as external vision; the other runs to the crown of the head where it supports the appearance of the great thoughtless aware-

---

\(^{17}\) Lopon comments that with regard to tigle there are material tigle and natural tigle; the Tibetan for "natural tigle" means 'empty' (*thig*) and 'awareness' (*le*) and is translated into English as 'drop'.
ness. When the vision is perfected, it supports the nine tigle that are piled up one on top of the other inside the channel.

The third channel, the fine twisted thread, starts in the central channel at the level of the heart and then goes down to the base before rising again through the centre of the four wheels (navel, heart, throat and crown chakras) to pass over the outside of the brain to the left eye doorway. It supports all the visions of the natural clear lights that shine directly.

Finally the crystal tube travels from the heart to the eye; it supports the dissolving of all the visions into their nature.

Thoughts are generated when the unification at the heart level meets the winds from the channel from the lungs.

*Four fires give equal heat*

This refers to the four lamps—the lamp of water called *Gyangzhag* (*rgyang zhags chu'i sgron ma*); the lamp of the empty tigle {*thig le stongpa 7 sgron ma*}; the lamp of pure emptiness (*dbyings mam daggi sgron ma*) and the lamp of self wisdom {*shes rab rang byunggi sgron ma*). These four lamps produce the visions of the mandalas and the forms of the divinities, and whatever vision comes they are clear. Whatever vision comes all of them are equally encompassed with wisdom and the ripening of the three kayas. Thus, as in the proverb, the great fire of existence makes all warm equally and produces fruits and leaves on the bushes. This is the important teaching for insight into the natural state.

Quote from the *Rigpa Tselwang* (*rigpa rtsal dbang*): "The four lamps are all inner essential teachings."

Commenting on the four lamps: First of all hold the body postures and eye positions as before. The first

18 This is from one chapter of the *Zhang Zhung Nyengyu*, the section for teaching and initiation.
lamp, the lamp of water, appears when the eye gazes into clear space and a dark blue clear colour appears.\(^1\)
From this extend the colours of the five lights and rays of different shapes like the patterns of colour that appear on the dark blue background of brocade silk. That is the beginning of the appearance of visions which exist spontaneously inside the heart.

Quote from the *Text of Molten Gold (gser gyi zhun ma)*: "In the external empty sky you will see the direct clear lights of the heart which are all blue, green, red, yellow, white and smoke-coloured."

The teaching refers to the sky—some commentators think that this refers to ordinary sky without clouds, but that is not correct because the ordinary sky has nothing to do with the practitioner.\(^20\) The sky is just the base of the vision; the dark blue which appears to the practitioner spontaneously exists in his or her nature when this method of posture and gazes is used.

Quote from *Wonderful Beads of Gold*: "Into the external sky enters the lamp of internal space."

Here is an explanation about external sky and internal space differently put. Normally the sky is not the base of Tbgel rainbow vision; it just turns into a rainbow when supported by the practitioners' visions. However, you must not conclude from this distinction that external space and internal space are two kinds of things.\(^21\)

---

19 Lopon comments that this colour is what you see when you stare into the sky and notice the dark colour between the mountains and the sky. First of all you will see the dark blue colour, much darker than in other places; that means that the visions are beginning. It is like the moment when a film is starting and the screen goes dark.

20 Lopon comments that whether this vision—the first dark blue vision—comes or not depends on the quality of one's practice. It may appear in the sky but it has very much to do with the practitioner.

21 Lopon comments that when the practitioner practises it
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The second and third lamps are the empty tigle and pure emptiness. They can be illustrated by a pond of water. If you throw a stone into a pond then ripples form around it. In the same way ripples come around the vision. At first they are without colour, but finally they appear in five colours. That comes from the purification of the coarse wind. If you gaze into the vision then you will see inside. The awareness becomes more clear and suddenly there are no objects or subjects—no grasping—and it nakedly appears. That is the lamp of self-wisdom.

The fourth lamp is called 'the lamp of self-wisdom'. That is explained as naked without any grasping of objects—just left as it is. If you have stabilised your looks to him or her as if space is changing, but ordinary space is not the basis of these visions. They come from within.

22 Lopon comments that here there is no grasping or focusing—it is very bright and clear to you. This is the nature of the Trekcho view, the inseparable nature, nonduality. This is the Trekcho view of naked nature.

Without the Trekcho practices Togel does not work at all; without Trekcho, Togel will not be effective. So you should not practise Togel alone—it should be practised alongside Trekcho. If you abandon the Trekcho view the visions of Togel will be of no more significance than watching the television—better to go to the cinema! Visions may happen, but if there is no understanding of illusion the visions are of no value. Anybody can look into the sun and see visions and so forth, but it means nothing.

23 Lopon comments that this is again the Trekcho view. However, although in the Dzogchen view sounds, rays and lights spontaneously exist, if you practise only Trekcho then what spontaneously exists will not be able to appear to you. That is why Togel makes the process of release from delusion so much quicker, since what spontaneously exists will appear to you. But its view is not different from the view of Trekcho.
lights, keeping in the natural state, then a very precise and clear knowledge will develop. This knowledge is much clearer than that which comes through studying. Indeed, whatever you say or teach comes without thinking or study—it comes automatically. Everything is perfect and precise. That is called the tsel (energy) of this nature.

Clarity appears like pearls and golden threads; the nature is wisdom and forms like this are the tsel of wisdom. Whatever visions you may have, these visions are all of the same nature and go back to the same truth. They are only distinguished by names.

*They dwell in the golden earth and eight clear mirrors decorate the body*

This means that the basic empty nature is the place where the visions come from and go to; both are in unification. The space is dark blue. From this dark blue space five colours all increase and appear. The real essence of awareness is inside the heart but the forms and colours appear like a mala of beads through the eyes.²⁴ When you are focussing on the sunlight you see threads, initially black or white. The two types of awareness are that of nature (the natural state) and the awareness of clarity (visions). In the earth everything is golden; you cannot find stones there—all is gold. In the same way if everything is seen as reflections coming to or from the natural state then the visions are all seen truly like the empty nature, the unification.²⁶ Visions

²⁴ Again the normal eye sees nothing; the vision comes from the unification.

²⁵ Lopon comments that these two have the same nature, but when you are in the unification the awareness is called the awareness of nature, and when you practise Togel and the visions come, that is called the awareness of clarity. Only the names are different.

²⁶ There is nothing to take or remove; everything has the
are all whatever spontaneously exists with the unification. When these methods are practised the visions appear to the practitioner.

Four great rivers are extending his virtues and magic

The four great rivers are the four visions.

Quote from the Trodrel Rigpai Tselwang (spros bra I rig pa’i rtsal dbang), the initial text of the Zhang Zhung Nyengyu: "The first is the direct vision that comes from emptiness. Then there is vision that is developing, then vision that is complete and finally vision that dissolves back into emptiness."27

This is only a measure of how much you have practised; you cannot compare these with the bhumis. The path of accumulation is like walking, whereas this is like flying in the sky.

The First Vision—The Direct Vision That Comes From Emptiness. The four methods of practising (body, speech, mind and gaze) were mentioned previously. If you use these methods then from the heart chakra where the essence of the Buddha is (the natural state) the visions will come. When you begin to apply these four methods you will start to see rainbows and tigle, and from there visions will start. Initially there will be many tigle, sometimes piled up like beads and sometimes side by side, moving all the time; sometimes clear and sometimes not so clear. The reason for the visions is like the sun and its rays—the unification is the real nature, but that is unsayable. The visions are like rays that appear to the practitioner but not to the ordinary organs of sense perception. They are called the swastika tigle. They are same nature.

27 Lopon comments that these four stages are not progressive like Prajnaparamita or tantric teachings with the four paths, which start with removal of obscurations, etc. Here, these visions are simply a reflection of how much you have practised; there is no sense of purifying or developing antidotes to obscuration.
like the mirror and your face—you cannot distinguish between the mirror and your reflection—both of them are the same. In the same way, whenever you have visions you cannot split them from the unification. You must understand this.

If you don't understand this you will see the reflections as objects and understand yourself as the observing subject. The watcher and the watched are connected by thought, which is the mistake of grasping thought. By keeping to this method of practice all these visions are self-liberating. The sign of this is that they look like very fine beads (tigle) moving in many angular patterns. In the corner of the angles there are small and fine tigle.

These visions are connected with the winds which is why they are always moving. You must not follow these visions, however; neither give them too much attention nor care for them. That means that whatever tigle or visions come you have to be careful to see the visions without following them. You should remain in the natural state and not care what visions come.

Quote from the Togbep (thog 'bebs): "There are two methods to use together—in the daytime and in daylight use the sun and the fire crystal (magnifying glass), and in the night use the moonlight and the water crystal (natural crystal). In the early morning or late evening use the light of butterlamps. Whatever light you use, do not gaze at it directly. The visions will become more bright and clear and stable. Your contemplation becomes more and more stable; that means that your winds and mind become calmer and calmer. Then experiences will develop. Suddenly you will know the different knowledge without study. One third of wisdom will be yours. During this period if you are disturbed by death you will be born in Rangzhin Trulpa (rang bzhin sprul pa), the magically emanated realms of the intermediate state."

Quote from the Tagdronma (rtags sgron ma): "That which is called the empty goes from the eyebrow level;
if you have passed away you will go to the magically emanated realms."

This is not only for visions of the natural state but also for the practice of contemplation. Therefore signs come of this type.

Quote from the Tagdronbu (rtags sgrong bu): "Mixed with awareness and emptiness you will be born in the magically emanated realms."

The Second Vision—The Vision That Is Developing. In the first vision, as the vision comes, you still practise and then the unification of nature comes. In this first stage if you practise in this way the visions come but they are not even—sometimes bright and clear, sometimes dull; but they get more stable.

Now in this second stage the unification occurs. It is called 'to separate from the eyebrow'.

This symbolises the five wisdoms that appear as the five colours in rays that shoot straight upward from the eyebrow. They also go to the side, and sometimes can even appear as a triangle. They are much more developed than before and can seem even as large as a country. They are diaphanous like nets and have garlands of flowers, swastikas, jewels, palaces and mandalas. Many shapes can come. This is called the 'Space Visions Arriving in the Sky'. One can also see chorten, arrows and many other forms. That is the completion of nearly perfect visions. Between the visions there are bigger tigle. Their size is like shields which are round with five colours.  

That is called 'compounding the essence of awareness'.

28 Lopon comments that these visions can occur within tigle or outside them; tigle can also appear on their own.
All the stars and planets are shining brightly on his breast

This is explained by the comments on vision above. These visions all become stable according to the extent of practice. First they fly past like a hawk flying through the sky; at the second stage like deer running on the mountains; for the third stage like a sharana (a slow-moving mythological animal); at the fourth stage they are slow and gentle like the honey bees taking pollen from the flowers. Their stability depends on how much you have practised contemplation—the visions are as stable as your contemplation.

In the final stage the visions are as big as the universe and stable, and at the same time the contemplation is stable. When you start to have them, there are also techniques for changing the gazes according to how the visions appear.

Quote from the Zhang Zhung Nyengyu: "When the vision comes as a semicircle and white you should gaze upward and as hard as possible. When the colours are above and to the right and red you should look down. When the visions come in square shapes yellow in colour, the gaze is to the right. When they are round and green then look to the left. If the shapes are triangular and the colours are blue the eye should gaze straight ahead."

These are general instructions but the visions change so much that you should learn by experience.

If you don't develop the visions at all even though you practise, it is sometimes helpful to press on the eyes and hold the breath. Then suddenly open your eyes and exhale the breath, and the visions will appear temporarily. This may be necessary at the beginning. After they

29 Lopon comments that this technique is only a temporary measure. If you don't develop these visions but only stay in the natural state then you will not develop quickly;
have gone just keep the natural state without any distraction. Sometimes if you are unable to control your thoughts then you should stop for a little while and calm the breath gently.

The gazes also help to calm the thoughts. Your contemplation is never deluded if you are in the natural state, so whether the visions develop or not, the mind should remain in contemplation in the natural state, always. The gazes can help to get into the natural state but the mind is the central key.\(^\text{30}\)

It is important that your gazes are held looking into space and that you remain in awareness without distraction and with calm breath.\(^\text{31}\)

\((\text{30})\) Lopon comments that you should practise and discover what works for you—after all it is you that must enter the natural state.

\((\text{31})\) Lopon comments that this is a basic instruction for all of the time. If you remain in the natural state then the visions come. Do not follow the visions, however; you should not be distracted by them.

There are three techniques in the *Zhang Zhung Nyengyu*—the gazes of the dark, of space and of light. The first is not described in this text, which only mentions the gazes of space and light. The practice of the dark is used to stabilise contemplation and for the initial development of visions.
At the beginning the visions start from inside the tigle, so only an upper half or a lower half appears, and not very clear. At this time you must still hold your gaze straight ahead in the natural state.\(^3^2\)

This is generally true, but there are other qualifications. If you pass away when you are at the stage of the 'uniting of the four visions of wisdom', then in the same way in the intermediate state there are four visions of wisdom. At that time you will realise and be liberated. If you pass away when you see the triangle shapes in your vision then in the intermediate state you will be liberated. If the visions are round and like four-petalled flowers when you pass away, you will realize the clear vision in the first bardo of the intermediate state. In conclusion, if all the colours and the shapes are completed at the time you pass away, then when you are in the intermediate state you will realize what all the visions are before the bardo of birth (the sipai bardo; *srid pa'i bar do*) and you will be liberated.\(^3^3\)

When the tigle are the size of shields and round then the visions have almost come to the ultimate. They do not get bigger than this. Each has five colours around the outside with mandalas of divinities with the consorts

\(^3^2\) Lopon comments that if you look for the other half of the image nothing will remain—they will all go. Better not to try to see anything. If you keep in the natural state then they will come naturally, for that is their source. But if you want to see more and try to focus on them, they will not remain; they are not objects of vision.

\(^3^3\) Lopon comments that this is a commentary on the *Zhang Zhung Nyengyu* text called *The Six Lamps*. If in this time you pass away you will be liberated in the intermediate state, because at the start of the bardo, visions begin as in this practice. If you realize that these visions are spontaneously arisen from the natural state then you will be liberated, since you will not grasp after them as real. This is explained in Book 4 of this text.
and different attendants inside. This is almost the final vision.

The Third Vision. Now comes complete vision. These visions all spontaneously exist within the natural state and you have used methods to develop them, so the visions appear to you. The visions do not come from outside. When the visions are all complete, then peaceful and wrathful divinities will appear—not as statues but directly from the natural state in Sambhogakaya or Nirmanakaya forms. Each will have the thirty-two special marks and eighty-one subsidiary signs. They appear because the practitioner has reached the complete vision. Just using the methods of Tdgel and Trekcho and without any visualisation or mantra the divinities appear; therefore it is excellent.

Whatever the visions might be called, their nature is unification. They come to vision although they spontaneously exist. It is you that has come into the natural state, not them. You should not be limited by what visions come. Single or with consorts, dakinis, peaceful or wrathful—they appear because you have practised in unification and are stable and clear.

Therefore these visions come to you. There can be retinues and attendants and mandalas and so on, each with decorations and ornaments. They are naturally coming because everything spontaneously exists. You did not make any special thing; you only used the methods.

Quote from the Togbep: "The signs are the rays of clarity and the decorations of images."

Five bright lamps shine from the crown of the head

When the completed visions come the five wisdoms directly appear to the practitioner. At the same time all the visions mix with the external vision. Real vision mixes with external vision so that it is the same vision for you—the material things now mix with your vision. At the same time the visions are all liberating themselves. So the 'empty wisdom' has appeared to you—and whatever you see, wisdom appears. It does not matter whether you see friends or enemies—all are lib-
erated in your vision. The visions are completely mixed without any conditions. All the normal visions in life are seen as the Buddha realms and the five Buddha families. You can see coming from your chest the five-coloured rays connecting you to these divinities. Also from your eyebrows rays come with tigle between them, becoming like the mandalas of the eighty-six wrathful deities, and inside the heart there are the forty-five peaceful deities that you can see.

The channels become completely purified and through them divinities and beings appear. At this time all the normal thoughts which are mixed with ignorance are completely purified and liberated. Awareness and wisdoms directly appear.

At that time you can focus on rocks and move them if you want to. Your mind can make imprints in rock; there is no attachment with the material body. Also the practitioner has the six kinds of clear voice and can see all the mountains as a paradise of the divinities. You can receive teachings from them and you have much knowledge that you receive without any learning.

The material body and channels being self-liberated, material things start to disappear. The mind and physical body are disconnected, so the physical body begins to disappear. You can see samsara and nirvana. You can see samsara and see that it is not your karmic cause, and you can see nirvana and that it is connected to you.

All the karmic causes and traces disappear like shooting stars disappearing into space. All the three kayas are completed in this time.

*Three letters are set into his mind*

All the visions and Nirmanakayas that have knowledge and purifications appear to the practitioner. This is a result of the practice of Dzogchen. No other schools can do this. To practice, see and use all the three kayas is unique to Dzogchen; therefore Dzogchen is the most esoteric path. In the practice of the eight ways, the realisation of the three kayas comes after the termination of the path (in the intermediate state). Here, they
appear during this life so one can practise and have teachings directly from them.

Some of the masters say that these visions are all delusion. And some say this is the final truth. According to this text and my intention you cannot say this is either delusion or truth. What appears is what spontaneously exists—you cannot say that it is either true or false. To the practitioner the natural state appears spontaneously but the visions are neither external nor material. In the experience of the practitioner who has achieved this state all the visions are liberated into the natural state.

*The Fourth Vision.* The fourth vision is the completion of the natural visions. Here, depending on the methods which you have used, the visions of the natural state are fully developed. They are like the full moon. Just as when the moon is full it begins to wane, in the same way the visions also wane. They come down to the size of tigle again and the tigle dissolve into the natural state so that all that remains is the unification, nothing else. For this reason it is called 'finished'. Vision remains in the natural state as the final truth, just as the thirtieth day of the lunar month of the Tibetan calendar has no moon that you can see.\(^\text{34}\)

The visions are bigger or smaller depending on the practitioner. The natural state is neither—it has always the same nature and is without size or colour.

There are two ways in which this completion comes about—gradual and sudden. In the gradual case the visions become full and then gradually diminish. Here the practitioner develops the four lamps sequentially and then the visions gradually disappear.

Although it is very rare, there are practitioners who are purified from practice in a previous life, and for them the visions suddenly start and equally suddenly stop.

\(^{34}\) Lopon comments that they start from the natural state and go back to the same source.
After the visions are complete all aspects of experience dissolve at the same time—not only the visions that you have, but also the normal vision, body and mind, sense organs and consciousness. Everything dissolves into your nature, because all aspects have been purified.35

35 Lopon comments that this is why after the taking of the body of light ('Ja' /us) the nails and hair are left—you can cut them and it does not hurt, which indicates that they are outside the connection to the nature. Twenty nails and some pieces of hair are left.

One of Shardza's masters called Dawa Dragpa (zla ba grags pa) did achieve the complete resorption of his body in 1932. He asked his pupils to build a hut so he could take the rainbow body, and he asked them to keep its location secret especially from his very powerful brother who only lived one day away, because otherwise he would be disturbed. They built a hut, and they kept a small hole in it for a few days and then closed it completely. Just before he entered he took only a little milk and then nothing at all. It is said in the period just before he entered that sometimes he disappeared completely to the eyes of his students. Then he entered the hut, and around it they heard chanting and singing and saw rainbows of extraordinary shape, including square and linear ones. After one week they informed his brother, who was very upset that he had not been told. He travelled rapidly to the place and fought with the pupils and broke down the hut. This was nine days after Dawa Dragpa had entered it. When the brother looked inside it looked as though Dawa was there and he loudly exclaimed, "Everybody says you are dead but you are not dead!" So he shook the robes but there was nothing—only the empty clothes that Dawa was wearing, which fell to the ground. Searching for relics, he found some hair and nineteen nails, but could not find the twentieth. At that time Dawa's main student was not there either, and when he heard he made prostrations all the way to the place. He reached the hut where Dawa had disappeared and, searching for remnants of his master, found the missing
Why is it that all the external visions are dissolved? The reason for this lies in the process of awareness, which is generated at the heart by the arrival of winds from the channel that comes from the lungs. At the end of the visions this channel is completely disconnected and so the natural state becomes complete and pure. Therefore all the visions are dissolved and this nature comes into the real final source. If it does not reach fingernail. This can be seen to this day in Dege.

When Shardza died in 1935 he left behind a body no larger than a plate; partial resorption of the body was also achieved by his nephew and his successor.

The most recent case was that of four students, one of whom was a personal friend of the Lopon, who went to practise with one of Shardza's main students in the 1950s. When the Cultural Revolution came they were brutalised along with all the monks; one died at this period and achieved the partial absorption of the elements of his body. The remaining pair lived on until after Mao died. One of them gave teachings to many people during the period of religious liberalisation that followed, and when he died in 1983 he also very nearly disappeared. Two of the monks who reside in Kathmandu were present at that time, as is described in Appendix I of this book.

Partial resorption of the body is simply the result of the stage of practice reached at the end of the life.

Lopon comments that just as the beginning of this process could be described as being like travelling down the English channel, at this stage the traveller has reached the open ocean and sees the shore no longer.

Lopon comments that this is not as if all external vision had disappeared and the practitioner were unable to see anyone or anything. The vision that dissolves is that connected to one's own personal traces; that is, the practitioner can see other beings and things that are part of the shared karmic traces but not his or her own. No thoughts can delude; were one to look into a mirror one would be invisible. Indeed, others can sometimes see the practitioner, sometimes not. It depends on the depth of absorption
the final nature then a small body is left behind because the visions have not all dissolved.

**The Two Results**

At that time the practitioner receives two kinds of things. First of all he or she receives the 'Free Birth' (this is explained below) and helps beings. The visions start to dissolve and when the practitioner looks at the fingers on the hands, he or she sees all the fingers wrapped up with lights. When the practitioner focuses on these lights and remains in meditation the body disappears and at the same time he or she sees the universe like the reflection of the moon in water. Also the practitioner can look at his or her own body and see that it too is like a reflection in a mirror. That time is called the 'Great Transfer'. The practitioner then becomes a member of the lineage of those who made the Great Transfer like the first twenty-four masters of the Dzogchen Lineage. He or she then belongs to their community. And when he or she has a body like this, impure eyes see the practitioner as a normal person but he or she has a light body (hence the 'free birth'). In his or her body there is nothing material. The body can completely disappear or go through solid walls or fly in the air. An example is Tapihritsa who after he took a rainbow body was able to appear in any form at any time. In the *Zhang Zhung Nyengyu* it tells of him appearing to a rich man as a servant; this is because the man was the benefactor of

into the natural state.

38 This refers to the lineage of the *Zhang Zhung Nyengyu*; it was orally transmitted from master to pupil for twenty-four generations, with all lineage holders achieving the Great Transfer. The twenty-fifth master, Tapihritsa (*ta pi hri tsa*), asked his pupil Nangzher Lopo (*snang zher lodpo*) in the eighth century to write it down, and many other rainbow bodies were recorded in the subsequent written lineage. It has remained unbroken to this day.
Nangzher Lopo, who was meditating nearby. After some time they realised that the servant was an emanated form, and Tapihritsa taught both the rich donor and Nangzher Lopo, finally appearing as the crystal-coloured form of the Dharmakaya.

Another example was Lungbon Lanyen (lung bon lha gnyeri), who lived in the twelfth century in the Tsong province, who prayed for a long time to go to Tsewang Rigdzin (tshe dbangrig 'dzin). One day Tsewang Rigdzin appeared to him and then agreed to teach him. In fact more than one person received these teachings, which included the Namkha Truldzo Dzogchen that is quoted above.

The practitioner can meet an ordinary person and talk and then disappear and reappear at any time. He or she can also help all the six realms of beings at that time. If the connections are already there the practitioner can insert his or her mind into that of a pupil and change the pupil's mind. Gradually the pupils will practise and take their own rainbow bodies. That is the first result.\(^{39}\)

The second result is called 'Gaining Free Entrance'. This means that if the practitioner has a bodily form which is not great or powerful in helping beings then when he or she sees his or her fingers wrapped with light there is no need to focus on them. The practitioner just remains in the unification. Soon thereafter the practitioner will completely disappear and all will disappear for him or her. Only the unification exists. This is called 'All the visions go back to the natural state'.\(^{40}\)

\(^{39}\) Lopon comments that such appearances are rarer nowadays. Now people are not connected, that is to say that there must be a karmic cause on the part of the practitioner and a commitment from the master for such an appearance to happen.

\(^{40}\) Lopon comments that sometimes this is explained by analogy to an image that is placed inside an offering vessel. You cannot see the image from the outside of the vessel although inside it is there. In the same way, although the
Then the practitioner disappears and takes a rainbow body and, with the Buddhas, helps beings until samsara is finished. This is explained in the text *Treasure of Emptiness* written by Shardza, where it is described in detail.\(^{41}\)

*And the queens of the four seasons are all supporting him*  
That means the four supports are by his side. They are described in the following text.

*Quote from the Text of Molten Goldigser gyi zhun ma)*: "There are four supports. The first is the three unmoveable bases; the second is the three stabilities. The third is to fix as if with nails the three receipts, and the fourth is to show the signs of liberation and the four satisfactions."

*The First Support Is the Three Unmoveable Bases.* This is first to keep your body posture as stable as possible, so that your channels and winds all become calm. The second aspect is to not shift the gazes. This allows the visions to develop much more quickly. The third is to hold the mind without speaking in the natural state, which makes the unification more stable.

*The Second Support Is the Three Stabilities.* The first stability is that your body has no activity; the second is that if you stay quiet, without acting, then your winds all become calm and self-liberating. When the winds become calm the mind is not disturbed with thoughts. The third is that if the winds are not agitated with thoughts then the visions are all stable and they all quickly become developed and complete.

visions dissolve, something is there; the practitioner spontaneously exists in the unification. Although this analogy is often used it can be misleading—it must be remembered that the unification has neither inside nor outside.

\(^{41}\) Shardza was the prolific author of more than fourteen volumes of over three hundred pages each.
The Third Support Is to Fix as with Nails the Three Receipts. During this time the signs of how much you have practised come to the three doorways of body, speech and mind. How much you have achieved is also shown by dreams. The first signs come to the doorway of the body. It will feel like a tortoise put on a plate, unmoving in its shell. If you do this with the body then the channels and winds will be calm—that is the natural system. When the Great Perfection does not stop action the lamps are fixed as with nails. So if you do this then all the bodily activities are liberated, and without acting the unification and awareness become more clear. This is the part of the body.

The second doorway is the speech; it is like drumming that does not cease. If you do not stop speaking then the mind goes into the channels and disturbs your keeping in the nature. If you stop talking no winds go through the channels and the unutterable nature is more clear and stable. You are more stable in unification and awareness.

The third doorway is the mind; it is like a bird caught in a tether trap. When all the thoughts and activities become naturally liberated then unification and awareness become clear and stable. And that makes all the visions unmixed and pure. Impure visions disappear and pure visions are stable and clear.

During the time that visions are developing the practitioner is like a very sick man who loses all shame regarding others. The practitioner who receives this sign does not care any more whether he or she is washed or not—one disregards one's appearance. So the practitioner cares for nothing. The reason is that the winds are inserted into the central channel and everything is controlled by the natural state. All the world of convention bounded by thoughts is no longer relevant. All thoughts

42 This means that if your body is stable and does not move, naturally your lamps will not move.
are inserted into the natural state. It is called 'Without acting to put to the body'. Soon thereafter the practitioner's body will be liberated into the natural state and all the three kayas will appear through the wisdom of the natural state.

Second, the practitioner's speech is like that of a madman and he or she does not care. The practitioner has liberated all the thoughts and is not bound by thoughts, so the speech is not bounded. Thus the nail of the unsayable is fixed to the speech. For such a practitioner the awareness and unification is very clear and he or she is completely controlled by that. There is no thought of what other people think.

Third, the practitioner's mind is like that of a man who has been poisoned—he has no control. The practitioner is completely controlled by his or her awareness and everything spontaneously comes without any planning. All the thoughts are self-liberating. That is the nail without thoughts that fixes to the thoughts.

The Fourth Support—the Signs of Liberation. The signs of liberation are given in two parts. First there is the time of completion, in which the visions become complete. All things are liberated and all the visions become complete. Like the elephant who gets into the mud in the middle of the rice field, they will come out by themselves! The practitioner does not need any special practice. That is called 'without any stopping'.

The result is that the wisdom of the activities will be controlled so whatever the practitioner says is sweet to those who hear his or her voice. The speech has been controlled with awareness, and compassion automatically appears. All that he or she speaks becomes teachings and they will be deep and clear. The mind is like a man who once had smallpox—after he has recovered it never comes back. In the same way when the practitioner has liberated all thought, then obscuring thoughts never return. The practitioner is controlled by wisdom and awareness. This sign is called 'the nails without thoughts fix the remembering thoughts'.

43
The second sign of liberation has four divisions. Here everything is won. All the visions are won and during that time the practitioner's body is like a corpse. Whatever he or she eats or whatever happens he or she does not care—that is the feeling of the body. This means that the mind is completely liberated into the unification and clarity. The practitioner is without fear; thus 'without fear the nail fixes without focussing'. For example, if the practitioner is surrounded by enemies he or she is not frightened. That is the sign that all the thoughts are liberated into the unchangeable unification.

The practitioner's speech is like echoes in the rocks; whatever others say he or she just repeats, for there is no plan to say anything. This sign shows that all the syllables that normally exist in the channels are liberated into the unification, so the 'nail of the unsayable pins the thoughts' and everything is bright, clear and natural. The practitioner's mind is like a mist that disappears into space—there is no trace of where it is liberated or where it has gone. All that remains is the unification and the liberated wisdom without delusion. Wisdom shines brightly to him or her.

These signs come to the practitioner who has achieved the visions. The practitioner has received four initiations: for the four signs of the body he or she has received the four initiations of the base; secondly he or she has received the four initiations of the path; finally in the mind he or she has received the four initiations of the fruit. That is the sign of liberation.

Recognising the Degree of Achievement Through Dreams. Achievement comes according to the practitioner's determination to practise. The best practitioner stops all dream vision and does not care or learn from them. The dreams are liberated into the clear light. This is the sign

43 Lopon comments that means that all thoughts disappear.
that he or she will take a rainbow body during this lifetime. The practitioner of second capacity recognises the dream visions as dream and controls them; when he or she is able to do this liberation will be achieved during the intermediate state. The third capacity of practitioner has stopped the bad karmic causes of dreams and always has good dreams. He or she will be reborn in the magically emanated realms.

Quote from the *Text of Molten Gold*: "The practitioner has received the empowerment of the visions. By this all the visions of secondary causes are the support for the practice. Also he or she has received the empowerment of the body. By this all material things disappear and only clear lights remain. He or she receives the empowerment of the secret mind and wind. By this all thoughts are liberated into the natural state."

*The Four Satisfactions.* The first satisfaction is that whether the practitioner hears all the teaching of the Buddhas or not, he or she is neither happy nor sad. The practitioner never expects to hear it or to see it because he or she realises completely that the Buddha is not far from his or her unification—that is known. The second is that the practitioner neither wishes nor doubts. The third satisfaction is that when he or she sees that the lower realms of existence have so much suffering, the practitioner does not fear it. He or she does not wish or pray not to be reborn there because the natural state has been completely achieved. The fourth is that the practitioner will never roam in samsara. There is nothing left of his or her vision to be born or bring suffering.

*Four servants are all serving him*

These are the four wisdoms. The first is the ability to distinguish clearly (intellect). All existences do not mix; therefore they are clearly distinguished.

44 These are emanated by him in the intermediate state.
The second is the ability to know how things are related. The practitioner sees how all existence is connected with awareness.

The third is the conception of how things are liberated. The practitioner sees that all existences are liberated into the natural state.

The fourth is called the ultimate nature of things. The practitioner sees that all that exists is sent entirely to the pure natural state; nothing exists beyond this nature.

This completes the forty-two methods of Togel practice.

All the impure visions are liberated into pure nature. The practitioner comes to the permanent place and there is no doubt that he or she will never depart from there.
THE THIRD CATEGORY OF ESSENTIAL TEACHINGS FOR THE PRACTICE

The Traveller Who Crosses the Mountains and Having Mistaken His Way is Helped to Find the Right Path

These are the teachings for liberation during the bardo intended for the practitioner of medium capacity. This teaching has three subdivisions, namely the teachings for the intermediate state of life, the instructions just before the moment of death and the instructions of emptiness.

1 Lopon comments that this section is for those who have not practised during their lifetime and who therefore have to depend on bardo teachings.
Magyu
THE TEACHINGS FOR THE INTERMEDIATE STATE

All the beings within what spontaneously exists possess two types of alaya. For example, a mirror automatically collects grime, even though no one puts dirt on it. In the same way, if you have not purified all the tough and subtle causes then those previous karmic traces that you have collected become the seeds for future karmic actions. You have collected many causes and so, without being able to choose, you take birth in the six realms of sentient beings and experience the feelings of happiness, suffering or neutral emotions. These traces have the power to do this. When karmic traces are mixed with consciousness it is called 'deluded consciousness'.

Human beings in particular are bounded by the five aggregates. These five limit human experience so we are completely restricted; thus we don't see the visions of the five Buddha Bodies.

So this limitation of the five aggregates and the five consciousnesses restricts our experience and covers the vision of the pure lights. Also we are bound by the emotions and karmic causes. By this the vision of unification, wisdom and emptiness is covered. We are always taking and collecting deluded visions and being bound by them. By this cause we circulate for innumerable lives in samsara.

Lopon comments that this refers to basic alaya, which is consciousness and those karmic traces dependent on consciousness.

These are body, mind, perceptions, emotions and sense organs; other realms have fewer skandhas. For example, the demigods and gods are not bounded by body. Dharmakaya, Sambhogakaya, Nirmanakaya, Nature Body and Perfection Body.
Because we always have these sufferings and miseries we begin to search for nirvana, wanting to be released from these fetters. One who raises this intention must from the beginning listen to and learn the right teachings. In the second place what is learnt must be practised with contemplation. Finally what has been practised should give fruit. During this life you must do this or without any doubt you will remain trapped by samsara. This is the purpose of a worthwhile life.

Quote from the Text of Molten Gold: "During the bardo of normal life you must learn and practise."

THE TEACHING FOR THE PERIOD JUST BEFORE DEATH

Now there are three capacities of practitioner. The first dies like a child dying, the second like an old dog dying and the third like a king dying.

For the first, there is no worry about whether one is alive or dying, just as a young child does not know whether it wants to be alive or die.

For the second, there are a further two subdivisions. The first is like a dog who has not prepared for death, but when it realises it is dying, runs from the crowds of people and lies down beside the road outside the town. The second is like a dog who when it realises it is going to die makes time to go away for a long distance to find a cave or an empty valley where it is certain to be undisturbed.

Lopon comments that it does not say to go directly into meditation after having only heard a few teachings—you must learn and understand first. This is like when the Fifth Dalai Lama rebuked the Kagyupa order of Tibetan Buddhism on the grounds that there was no learning, only practice for Siddhas in their monastic syllabus. Indeed it was said of those days that half of Tibet were beggars and most of them were Siddhas!
The third is like the king dying. When he is sick everybody is trying to cure him with medicines and pujas, and after his death all the relatives surround him and shed tears for him and hear his will. Then the people make prayers for forty-nine days, and there is an elaborate funeral with a large gathering. This kind of death is for a person who shows the sign of not being a real Dzogpachenpo practitioner.

That is the way of death for ordinary beings.

The real practitioner, who has visions and experiences with wisdom and clear light, chooses the right body posture for death. This is the lion lying down. The mind is transferred through the eye and mixes with the unification without any extending and conclusion. One just remains there in the natural state and takes death without any distractions.

Quote from the *Text of Molten Gold*: "It is important to remember not to be deluded but to be in the natural state just before taking death, which will stop all the elements. The best way is to remain in the unification of clear light. If the practitioner does this then the practice and experience will all help to send him or her to the visions of the intermediate state. The practice will send and the visions of the intermediate state will receive, so one is able to be liberated in a moment."

Lopon comments that this is like the posture of the Shak-yamuni's parinirvana seen in statues.

Lopon comments that this refers to the fact that our body is connected with five elements, each supporting the mind. When the elements disconnect the mind starts to lose its support, then the body, having no connection with mind, no longer works. It becomes like a corpse or rock.
THE ESSENTIAL TEACHING

For this purpose from now on you should always practise the gazes in clear space and remain united with your nature without distraction. Sometimes you should think that when you die you will mix only with the unification. That you must practise during this lifetime. From time to time think this way while you are maintaining the gazes in clear space, then breathe out strongly and hold your contemplation in the unification. That is my essential teaching.

In this case, without depending on the teachings, one can keep faith with one's master and friends; they must remind one to keep in the nature. If one realises that one is ready to stop connection with the elements one can eject the mind by saying *HIK* twenty-one times. This practice is part of Phowa,\(^8\) so there are two things one can do. Best of all is not to distract the departing person from meditation or do anything. It is only if he or she is unable to remain continuously in the natural state that this must be done. In this case, one should visualise the mind as the letter *AH* inside the central channel at the heart level. Each time one says *HIK*, the letter *AH* rises the width of a thumb until it leaves the crown of the head, at which point it is liberated into space.

In the *Magyu (ma rgyud)* there is a teaching of Phowa in three stages—Phowa for the Dharmakaya, Sambhogakaya and Nirmanakaya. In this case one should have experience with the Sambhogakaya transference. Quite often in tantric teaching there is the description of the disconnection of the elements one from another. If one is not

---

8 This is the practice of the transference of consciousness, which is described in the text that follows.
9 The *Magyu* is the teachings of the highest tantra within the Bonpo tradition and is thus a very important text.
dependent on gradual disconnection of the elements from the mind, one can transfer to nirvana.

Another type of practitioner is one who has received detailed teachings on Dzogchen but has not practised them very well. In this case one has to depend on various ways of dying according to the disconnection of the elements from the mind. There are four external elements and five internal descriptions of sky and five different secret energies. Altogether there are twenty lifting winds which are gradually dissolved. The process of their dissolution Shardza commented on in detail in the full two-volume text of which this is a condensed summary.

The Disconnection of the Elements

Here is the very simple explanation of how the mind is disconnected at the time of death.

First a quote from the *Text of Molten Gold*: "When the earth element dissolves into earth and is disconnected with mind, the sign will be that the body feels very heavy, and although the person may be hungry he or she is unable to eat or stand up or move. When the water element dissolves into water and is disconnected with mind the sign is that the person cannot keep water and it flows from the mouth, nose and eyes. When the fire element is disconnected with mind and dissolves into fire the body begins to get cold starting from the feet and moving to the centre. And when the wind element dissolves into wind and is disconnected with mind the person makes a sound automatically and the limbs move involuntarily. During this time the eyes roll up and that is the sign that death has come. If the person has received teachings previously then somebody must remind him or her."

Then in all the branches of the channels and veins the blood comes back to the heart. This blood makes three drops inside the heart where there is a hollow, and three exhalations occur. That is the final breathing. At that time the drop of semen received from the father
comes down from the crown to the heart in the central channel, and the drop of blood received from the mother comes up from the solar plexus to the heart in like manner. The dying person sees first a bright white light and then a bright red light. When the two drops meet in the centre of the heart everything goes dark and unconsciousness occurs for an uncertain length of time. The good practitioner who stays in the natural state, if very accomplished, can remember the natural state during this time, but it is very difficult.

The length of the time of unconsciousness depends on many conditions, but afterward the person awakens with a very clear awareness. If one has received these teachings and has realised the natural state then one will be in the natural state like a clear light in a cloudless sky, with no *tse* or visions appearing. It is very important to realize that this happens to all beings after death. They are all there for a long or short time, although it is not sure how long it will be for any particular individual. But the realisation of it depends on them.

If one realises one's presence during this time and realises the natural state then one will surely obtain Buddhahood.

Quote from the *Golden Spoon* (*gseryi thur ma*): "That is the time of the separation of wisdom and mind. If one who has practised realises this here then he or she will surely become Buddha, and once one has entered this state one will never come back to samsara. *EMA HO*—wonderful!"

*The Bardo Visions*

The time of clear vision is called the *bonyi* (*bon nyid*) bardo of emptiness. If one is not liberated during this time when the natural state appears clearly, then one starts to have basic visions of the clear light. There appear five very bright colours. If you realize that this is your own vision at this time then it is also possible to be liberated.
Quote from the Yangtse (yang tse): "Awareness comes out from the eyes, and disappears into space and clear light vision comes. That is the time for one who has received teachings and practised them to be liberated."

If one is not liberated in this time then another state occurs, called 'United with the Clear Light'. Previously one had visions; now they develop much more and one sees the bodies of the Buddhas and hears sounds and sees lights and rays. If one has practised there can be many visions of divinities and forms.

Quote from the fourth section of the Zhang Zhung Nyengyu (the Zerbu; gzer bu): "The light becomes like realms of unlimited divinities—clear as rainbows shining in the sky. And very loud sounds sound as if they are in empty space (like echoes). They come from within themselves without stopping, like dragons roaring. The shapes of the rays are various, like open brocade. The practitioner who has experienced these previously will see the Buddha realms and all the Buddhas there."

In this time one sees rays from one's chest connecting to the Buddhas.

Quote from the Text of Molten Gold: "Inside the heart the clear light shines (in a tigle) the size of a thumb; the visions are connected with Buddhas from there. You have to keep in the nature without delusion. For the practitioner who realises that the visions are all his own visions, then these visions are called 'the Awareness is Entered to the Light'."

Automatically one can enter the natural state without thought. Then all the visions dissolve into the rays coming from one's chest; that is called 'the Light Dissolved into Awareness'. If one realises that the visions are all one's own nature, one will liberated into the natural state.

If one does not keep this vision and cannot be liberated into nature then the next stage is called 'Unification Dissolves into Wisdom'. At this time the vision comes from one's chest and fine light rays rise into the
sky. The practitioner looks through the rays and they become more extended with five colours and visions.

Quote from the *Text of Molten Gold*: "When one has visions that one's body is light, the five wisdoms can be seen as the five colours, and it is important to realize the natural state. The five lights are blue, white, yellow and red. These four are not separate but fine and clear. Each of these colours and rays have tigle at their end according to the colour of the rays; their size is like mirrors and they are ringed with the five colours. On the top of these tigle there are many coloured lights around like a peacock's feather. That is called the 'Visions of the Four Wisdoms United'."

The text quoted above says four but it should be five colours; the five wisdoms are all coloured and completed.

If at this point the practitioner does not realize that these visions are all self-created visions then the wisdoms dissolve into what spontaneously exists. They dissolve round the lights and the lights extend and become like the clear sky. Under there wrathful deities appear complete with their retinues. All the peaceful divinities with their retinues are completed and all the six realms of beings with the six Buddhas emanated by Tonpa Shenrab can be seen. They are not far from the natural state, and therefore this is called 'the Vision of the Base'.

10 Lopon comments that this is called Dzogchen Zhitro but is a naturally appearing vision, not a visualisation. In the practice of zhitro (*zhi khro*), eighty-six wrathful and forty-five peaceful Buddhas are seen with the six realms of beings emanated by the six Buddhas.

In the bardo one has left the physical body but still has the yilu (*yid lus*), the vision body (*yid*, consciousness; *lus*, body). It is just the same as the body of dreams, the mind body. Even though the physical body is dead there is so much attachment that one has the vision of the body. This body can feel like the ordinary body. For instance, if you
The Eight Visions

After the visions of the peaceful and wrathful deities connected to one's chest there are three stages. First, eight visions come. The first is named the vision of compassion; the second is the vision of light. The third is vision of kayas; the fourth is the vision of wisdom. The fifth is the vision of unification and the sixth is the vision of unending liberation. The seventh is the vision of the impure and finally comes the pure vision.

The Vision of Compassion. This means that one suddenly has compassion for samsara and nirvana equally—there is no preference.

The Vision of Light. One sees that the visions are all from inside one's nature—they spontaneously exist. The Vision of the Kayas. One sees that the visions cannot change one; whether they are wrathful or peaceful does not matter.

The Vision of Wisdom. This means that the visions cannot be stopped because they are recognised as not material.

stay in the bardo for two weeks, then in the first week you are in your old body, and in the second week you feel like the new body you will be reborn into.

The time you are in the bardo depends on your condition—seven weeks is an average. But the situation is just the same as dream. There is a story of a man who died and roamed in the bardo. He went back to his family and no one answered him. He was very upset, as he thought that everyone was avoiding him for some reason. It was only when he saw his body being cremated that he realised he was dead.

11 Lopon comments that the extent of these visions depends on the practitioner. For one who has not practised, only the impure vision is seen.

12 Lopon comments that is like the image inside the offering vessel used earlier to explain the body of light.
The Vision of Unification. This means that in one's consciousness one controls wherever one wants to focus on without any delusion.

The Vision of Unending Liberation. All the visions are liberated into the natural state.

The Visions of the Impure. All the six realms of beings come into vision.

The Pure Visions. Now one can reach the pure state. The eight visions are called the pure visions; the wisdom is connected with mother and son.¹

Here Lopon explains that the normal visions are impure and the Togel visions are pure. In this text it is said that the impure visions are the visions of the six realms of beings; pure visions are like the visions of divinities, mandalas, etc. But in these visions of Togel the quality is the same whatever vision comes—it does not make any difference. All come from the natural state and so come to the practitioner. Generally normal daily visions are impure whereas Togel visions are pure. But the important point about Togel visions is not whether they are pure or not, but that they can be clearly seen to have no inherent existence.

If one has practised enough to liberate one's obscurations one will have pure visions, otherwise not. The visions come from the four lamps, but until one reaches the rainbow body they are still mixed with obscurations. Both Togel vision and everyday awareness come from the natural state. According the Zhang ZhungNyengyu in the base of the natural state there is tsel and unification. The tsel is temporary and is the vision we have learnt and understood in this text; it is called the son. It is sometimes said that the awareness is the son and the emptiness is the mother.

If one perseveres in the practice, one day the unification will be stable and for a moment it will be near to the basic nature. But this is only temporary and limited. It is like sailing in the English Channel. However, if one practises to the end it is inseparable and goes back to the real nature; this is like sailing in the deep ocean. Whatever one
If one understands that all the visions are self-origi-
nated then one will be liberated into the Dharmakaya.

Quote from the *Text of Molten Gold*: "All the visions of
the three kayas spontaneously exist and whatever vi-
sions arise must be understood as dreams, illusions.
When you realize this you realize that they are not
inherent; therefore you must leave all desire for them.
Just leave everything as it is, whatever comes, good or
bad. Remain stable in the natural unification, as stable
as possible. This is very important. Whatever vision
comes, do not notice it but remain stable in the unifica-
tion. There is then no doubt you will be liberated into
the Dharmakaya."

Now all the visions dissolve into the nature again. All
the visions dissolve in eight different ways, but not one
after another—all are dissolved at once.

Quote from the *Text of Molten Gold*: "The first vision
of compassion is dissolved into compassion, as when the
sun sets and all the rays go back together. There is no
difference who is leading or led. The visions of light
dissolve into the light in the same way as the rainbow is
clear but there is no substantial material in it. In the
third, the visions of the kayas, all the visions of forms
are dissolved to the forms. They are dissolved exter-
ernally, into the nature. So there will be clarity inside, like
the image that is inside the vessel. The fourth are the
visions of wisdom. The visions of wisdom are all dis-
practises will develop and ultimately return to the change-
less nature.

This must be understood or it can be a source of confu-
sion. The real nature does not develop nor decrease, but
the practice must develop. Simply hearing that the natural
state exists is not enough, for even though some people
realize it, they still circulate in samsara. There is no con-
tradiction here. You can realize Buddhahood in a moment,
yet it is said it can take a very long time. It depends on the
viewpoint.
Heart Drops of Dhartnakaya

solved to wisdom and the son goes to the mother's lap. In this way awareness is liberated into the basic nature.\(^{14}\)

The vision of unification dissolves to the unification, meaning that all visions dissolve into nature like water pouring into water.

The sixth is the vision of unending liberation. It is dissolved like the sky is dissolved into sky and everything is in Yungdrung Bon (the natural state).

The seventh is the impure visions. They are dissolved into the pure visions like tents collapsing when you cut the guy ropes that support them. Everything is

\(^{14}\) Lopon comments that unification means two things are united—awareness and emptiness. Awareness (the son) is dissolved into emptiness (the mother); however, they have always been inseparable. But how can you say that awareness dissolves into nature if they have always been together? What does it mean that awareness dissolves into nature? You must understand that they have always been united; that is the Dzogchen view. So this refers only to the practitioner who has started to realize.

When a person enters the intermediate state, at the beginning there are no visions. Then one comes out of that state and the visions start. They are sounds, rays and lights—and when the visions start the perception starts at the same time. The sounds, rays and lights are all seen as the objects with the perception as the subject.

This first perception is called \(yid\) (consciousness). At that moment either one realises that these objects come from one's nature and the visions are illusion, or one is deluded and sees them as inherently existent. In this second case the very subtle ignorance, called the 'born together ignorance' arises, and it is the beginning of a new cycle of birth. But if one realises that the visions are self-created, then that is the beginning of Rigpa and one is not led into samsara. In a little while one will dissolve into the natural state. So the unification of mother and son is the realisation that the visions are self-created.
collapsed and you cannot see the tent—in the same way everything enters light without any delusion.

The pure visions are dissolved into purity, into the door of wisdom. It is like the snow lion who runs to the high mountain—he is safe because there is no doubt he will not come back.

After all the eight visions dissolve all that is left is unification, stable and clear forever. Someone who realises the nature and practise up to this point will achieve the place of the Dharmakaya and will never return to samsara at all. It is important to see that the practice during the lifetime is preparation for realization in the bardo when these kinds of visions arise. If you have experienced all these visions you can realize them and remain in the natural state.

The Three Teachings

These visions come during the bardo time. All their conclusions are sounds, rays and lights and this is like a receiver. If you have practised Tbgel visions then that is like a transmitter, so in this time when you have these visions you must remember the following three teachings.

First, whatever vision comes everything is your own self-vision. Remember it without any doubt, like when the son sees his mother.

Second, once you realize that the visions are all self-vision, from then on you will never ever be deluded or disturbed. Like a golden spoon you will never change.

Third, once you keep the final stable unification your awareness never comes back to samsara. It is like an arrow shot by a Hero; it goes always straight but never comes back.

These are the three teachings.

The three important teachings are taken from the Dzogchen Yang Tse (rdzogs chen yang rtse).

Quote from the Dzogchen Yang Tse: "When he [Lishu Taring] was teaching it to his consort he said that the person who has been shown directly in this way during
the life takes no more than the next bardo. The three matters will be receiving and three matters will be sending. He or she realises the three important teachings and finally will be liberated."

**The Secondary Causes That Make for Liberation**

There are six kinds of secondary cause to remind you in the bardo. They are:

1. When the visions start you immediately realize that this is a vision.
2. Once you remember that these are the bardo vision this makes you remember your yidam. Then suddenly the visions will come as the yidam, and you can see the yidam.
3. You realize that you are in the bardo and you are reminded of your lama. Then he comes in front of you and he again teaches you about the bardo visions.
4. You suddenly remember the teachings you have received.
5. You remember your view.
6. You remember to practise the natural state and you remain in it.

Quote from the *Text of Molten Gold*: "Remember lama, remember teaching, remember yidam, remember view, remember emptiness and remember practice."

At this time the practitioner receives the six clairvoyant faculties: (1) The six sense organs become purified and (2) the intelligence is purified. Therefore all the thoughts and doubts are purified. (3) The wisdom is purified and so it is known when all beings are born and where they will be reborn, and (4) the contemplation is purified so it is easy and stable. (5) All the obscurations

15 Lopon comments that this is an important text written by Lishu Taring (*// shu stag ring*), an early eighth-century master.
are purified so the practitioner has achieved his or her own purpose. He or she can see all the six realms clearly and emanate to them and teach them according to their understanding. (6) All knowledge is purified and he or she can see all the Buddhas' knowledge.

Quote from the *Text of Molten Gold*: "All the sense organs and all the knowledge is pure, wisdom and contemplation are pure, all the obscurations are finished and all the knowledge is perfect."

To achieve this stage takes three moments, the second stage takes five moments and the third takes twenty-one moments.

This is the end of the bardo teachings.

Before we said that if you do not realize the visions in the first, second or third stage, but you finally realize them in the fourth stage, you will be born in the magically emanated realms and you will learn and practise Dzogchen there. Before all the visions came and you did not realize the twenty-one levels; you realised them only in the bardo of existence (the fourth stage).

It is like in a dream. If you remember now that all the visions must be the bardo, you will realize that you are in the bardo of existence. If you remember at this time and wish to be reborn in the magically emanated realms, then you will take the magical birth there (i.e. birth not dependent on parents).

Quote from the *Golden Spoon*: "If you realize the sipai bardo (*sridpa'i bar do*) and you practise there, you will liberate all the karmic traces that result in your birth in the realms of sentient beings and you will be reborn in a Nirmanakaya form. The realm in which you will be born is connected to you by prayer and dedication and at the end of that life you will achieve Buddhahood."

Therefore if during this life you judge that you have not practised enough to do this, you should practise Phowa.
Phowa Practice

Imagine the central channel running through your heart and through a hole in the crown of your head. Imagine your mind leaping through this hole like a shooting star. Remember the magically emanated realms and remember your intention to be reborn there. Your mind is visualised as a letter AH. Remember the chief Buddha of this realm and imagine that your mind is ejected like a shooting star and dissolves in his heart. If you wish to be born in the east (white) the chief is the 'Self-Originated Clear Tonpa' (Buddha) and the realm the 'Clear Happiest'; to the north (green) the realm is called 'Perfection of Good Actions' and the Tonpa is called Gelha Garchug (dgel lhagarphyug); to the west (red) the realm is called 'Heaped Flowers' and the Tonpa is called Jedrag Ngome (bye brag dngos tried); to the south (blue) the realm is called 'Excellent Brilliant Place' and the Tonpa is called Gawa Dondrub (dga' ba don grub). Finally the central realm is called 'Perfection Exists' and the Tonpa is called Okar Nedzin (Wdkargnas 'dzin).

Surrounding each Buddha are Bodhisattvas and attendants whom he is teaching. All the realms are made from precious jewels and there are birds and animals. Trees and clean waters and all kinds of fruits and jewelled clothes are there. Above these realms are the realms of the wrathful deities. If you are born there you will live there for five hundred years, and after that you will not have bardo visions but will achieve Buddhahood without doubt. The realms were originally connected with each person's own nature. They are the self-emanated realms.

The beings who have not received Dzogchen but have practised the Yungdrung Bon teachings can be born there without any practice other than prayer, refuge and dedication to be reborn there.

The rest of the beings are driven on by karmic causes and have peaceful, happy, sad and neutral feelings. They take various births and hear nothing and believe nothing.
They are always circulating into the option of misery, and nothing can help them.

What follows is the dedication to the benefit of all beings.

My place is where all the Dakinis and Siddhas visit and it is called Swastika Mountain. It is wrapped with rainbows like tents in the summer time, in round, straight and semicircular shapes. Flowers of snow come raining during the winter. There are trees which take warmth from the top and damp from the roots and the centre of the trunk is white; the bark is red and their leaves are green like turquoise, and they have golden fruits. When it rains they give a wonderful smell and there are many of them, heaped. Inside there is my hermitage. When the sun shines they look like ladies looking at me and I am very happy and warm. They look as if they are dancing in front of me and many birds are dancing and singing and looking at each other. And tens and twenties of serious practitioners are by the side.

This teaching was written there on paper given to me by my students and copied from the original manuscript by my first student Sherab.

This is the essence of all the Dzogchen methods. If you practise this there will be no doubts nor mistakes and you will not waste your life.

16 Lopon comments that Shardza concludes with a poetic description of his hermitage in a juniper grove in the mountains were he went after having abandoned the life of a monk.
Chenlha Migu
Appendix 1
An Eyewitness Account of a Rainbow Body

One of Shardza Tashi Gyaltsen's main students was called Tsewang Gyurme \(\text{\textit{tse dbang 'gyurmed}}\). He passed away between 1969 and 1970 in a Chinese jail. This was in Nyarong in Kham; it is not known what became of him. Four young monks went from Khyungpo to see him before he was arrested and they received all the teachings of Dzogchen from him including all of Shardza's works with all the initiations. They were there a long time. These monks were named Tsultrim Tarchen \(\text{\textit{tshul khrims tharphyin}}\), Tsewang Dechen Nyingpo \(\text{\textit{tshe dbang de chen snyingpo}}\), Tsupu Ozer \(\text{\textit{gtsudphud 'od zer}}\) and Sonam Kelsang \(\text{\textit{bso nams skal sings}}\).

They were with him for nine years, but in 1958/9, when the Chinese started to govern Tibet directly, they came back to Khyungpo. The first monk, Tsultrim, was lost in the chaos of 1969. The second, Tsewang, was hidden by the villagers during the Cultural Revolution in 1969/70, but he was not well and died while in hiding. His body shrank over a ten-day period and was hidden afterwards in a basin; it was the size of a ten-inch plate.
An Eyewitness Account

Hiding it had been a considerable danger to the villagers but it was displayed in 1984, for at that time the Chinese lifted restrictions on the practice of religion. The third student, Tsupu Ozer, died in 1983. After seven days his body also shrunk to a small size but did not get any smaller; this was kept for two months along with Tsewang’s body.

Both these bodies were cremated together in a large ceremony. The cremations were attended by two monks, Yeshe Ozer (ye shes ’od zer) and Sangye Monlam (sangs rgyas smon lam), who live in Kathmandu with Lopon Tenzin Namdak.

At least 10,000 people gathered to witness these cremations. Yeshe saw both bodies close up; they were nearly naked sitting in full lotus posture. The bodies were very light, perfect but just small, as everything had shrunk at the same rate. Indeed both monks were in the village when Tsupu Ozer died, and witnessed many other strange manifestations, such as rainbows spreading along the ground even though there was a clear sky. This was even more surprising as Tsupu Ozer was not thought to be much of a practitioner because he drank chang!

Another student of Shardza called Tsondru Rinpoche (brtson 'grus rin po che) passed away in 1985 in the Bonpo centre at Dolanji. Everybody living there saw rainbows, straight as well as round, some white and some five-coloured. They appeared out of the clear sky as he died. Even when it was nearly dark there were white rainbows glowing in the sky. This was seen by many many people in Dolanji. After he was cremated many people searched in the ashes for relics. The officiating monks found many big relic pills; others were seen but when people tried to pick them up they could not catch them—they seemed to disappear. The pills are kept by the Abbot in Dolanji.
Appendix 2
A Short History Of Bon

THE ORIGIN OF BON

The Bonpos maintain that Bon originated in the land of Olmo Lungring (‘ol mo lung ring), a part of a larger country called Tazig (rtag gzigs). 0l symbolizes the unborn; mo the undiminishing; lung the prophetic words of Tonpa Shenrab (ston pa gshen rab), the founder of Bon; and ring his everlasting compassion. Olmo Lungring constitutes one third of the existing world and is situated to the west of Tibet. It is described as an eight-petalled lotus under a sky which appears like an eight-spoked wheel. In the centre rises Mount Yungdrung Gutseg (gyung drung dgu brtsegs), 'Pyramid of Nine Swastikas'. The swastika is the symbol of permanence and indestructibility. The nine swastikas piled up represent the nine ways of Bon. At the base of Mount Yungdrung spring four rivers, flowing toward the four cardinal directions. The mountain is surrounded by temples, cities

Extracted from the pamphlet "Tibetan gYung-Drung Bon Monastery in India," published by the Yungdrung Bon Monastic Center (Solan: 1983); translated by Tadeusz Skorupski.
and parks. To the south is the palace Barpo Sogye (bar po so brgyad), where Tonpa Shenrab was born. To the west and north are the palaces in which lived the wives and children of Tonpa Shenrab. A temple named Shampo Lhatse (sham po lha rtse) is to the east. The complex of palaces, rivers and parks with Mount Yungdrung in the centre constitutes the inner region (Nangling; nanggling) of Olmo Lungring. The intermediate region (Barling; bar gling) consists of twelve cities, four of which are toward the cardinal directions. The third region includes the outer land (Taling; mtha' gling). These three regions are encircled by an ocean and again by a range of snowy mountains. The access to Olmo Lungring is gained by the so-called arrow way (Delam; mda' lam). Before his visit to Tibet, Tonpa Shenrab shot an arrow thus creating a passage through the mountain range.

This very sophisticated description of Olmo Lungring has been tentatively related by some scholars to different geographical locations. Some see it as a description of Mount Kailash (77 se) and the four great rivers that spring from its base—China being the land to the east, India to the south, Orgyan to the west and Khotan to the north. To other scholars the description seems to resemble the geography of the Middle East and Persia in the time of Cyrus the Great. To a believing Bonpo the question of the geographic identification of Olmo Lungring does not come so much to the foreground as does its symbology, which is clearly made use of to indicate the supramundane origin of his religion. Symbolic descriptions which combine history, geography and mythology are well-known phenomena in ancient scriptures. The description of the universe with Mount Meru supporting the sky and the four Chief Continents to the four cardinal points and this earth as the southern continent (Jambudvipa) is another similar example.
THE FOUNDER AND HIS TEACHINGS

The founder of Bon religion is the Lord Shenrab Miwo (gshen rab mi bo). In past ages there were three brothers, Dagpa (dagpa), Selwa (gsal ba) and Shepa (shes pa), who studied the Bon doctrines in the heaven named Sipa Yesang (sridpayesangs), under the Bon sage Bumtri Logi Chechen ('bum khri gloggiIce can). When their studies were completed, they visited the God of Compassion, Shenlha Okar (gshen 'wa od dkar) and asked him how they could help the living beings submerged in the misery and sorrow of suffering. He advised them to act as guides to humankind in three successive ages of the world. To follow his advice the eldest brother, Dagpa, completed his work in the past world age. The second brother, Selwa, took the name Shenrab and became the teacher and guide of the present world age. The youngest brother, Shepa, will come to teach in the next world age.

The Lord Shenrab was born in the Barpo Sogye Palace to the south of Mount Yungdrung. He was born a prince, married while young and had children. At the age of thirty-one he renounced the world and lived in austerity, teaching the doctrine. During his whole life his efforts to propagate the Bon religion were obstructed by the demon Khyabpa Lagring (khyabpa lag ring). This demon fought to destroy or impede the work of Tonpa Shenrab until he was eventually converted. Once, pursuing the demon to regain his stolen horses, Tonpa Shenrab arrived in Tibet; it was his only visit to Tibet. There he imparted some instructions concerning the performance of rituals but, on the whole, found the land unprepared to receive fuller teachings. Before leaving Tibet he prophesied that all his teachings would flourish in Tibet when the time was ripe. Tonpa Shenrab departed this life at the age of eighty-two.

There are three written accounts of Tonpa Shenrab. The earliest and shortest one is known as Dodu (mdo 'dus), 'Epitome of Aphorism.' The second, which is in
two volumes, is called *Zermig* (gzer mig), 'Piercing Eye.' These two accounts date from the tenth and eleventh centuries respectively. The third and largest is in twelve volumes and is known by its shortened title, *Zhiji* (gzi brjid), 'The Glorious.' It belongs to the category of scriptures known as 'spiritual transmission' (*bsnyan rgyud*). It is believed to have been dictated to Londen Nyingpo (*bio Idan snyingpo*) who lived in the fourteenth century.

The doctrines which were taught by Lord Shenrab and recorded in these three accounts are divided into two systems. One classification is called *Gozhi Dzonga* (sgo bzhi mdzodInga), 'The Four Portals and the Treasury as Fifth.' These are:

1. Chabkar (*chab dkar*): 'White Waters': contains the esoteric or higher tantric practices.
2. Chabnag (*chab nag*): 'Black Waters': includes narratives and various rites, magic and ordinary rituals such as death, funeral, illness and ransom rituals.
3. Panyul (*'phan yul*): 'The Land of Pan': explains the monastic rules and gives exposition of philosophical concepts.
4. Ponse (*dpon gsas*): 'The Lordly Guide': contains the Great Perfection practices (*Dzogchen; rdzogs chen*).
5. Totog (*mtho thog*): 'The Treasury': it comprises the essential aspects of all the Four Portals.

The second classification is called *Tegpa Rimgui Bon* (*thegpa rim dgu'i bon*), 'The Bon of the Nine Successive Stages,' or simply 'The Nine Ways of Bon.' The first four are the cause (*Gyuyi Tegpa; rgyuyi thegpa*), the next four are the ways of result (*Drabui Tegpa; 'bras bu'i theg pa*) and the ninth is the Great Perfection (*Dzogchen; rdzogs chen*). Examined individually their subject matter is as follows:

1. The way of the Shen of Prediction (Chashen Tegpa; *phywa gshen thegpa*): describes four different ways of prediction—sortilege (Mo; *mo*), as-
trology (Tsi; rtsis), ritual (To; gto) and examination of causes (Che; dpyad).

2. The way of the Shen of the Visual World (Nangshen Tegpa; snanggshen thegpa): explains the origin and nature of gods and demons living in this world, the methods of exorcism and ransoms of various kinds.

3. The way of the Shen of Illusion (Trulshen Tegpa; ’phrulgshen thegpa): contains the rites for the disposing of adverse powers.

4. The way of the Shen of Existence (Sishen Tegpa; sridgshen thegpa): concerns the state after death (bardo) and methods of guiding living beings towards the final liberation or a better rebirth.

5. The way of the Virtuous Followers (Genyen Tegpa; dge bsnyen thegpa): guides those who follow the ten virtues and ten perfections.

6. The way of the Monkhood (Drangsong Tegpa; drang srong thegpa): describes the rules of monastic discipline.

7. The way of Pure Sound (Akar Tegpa; a dkar theg pa): gives an exposition of higher tantric practices, the theory of realization through the mystic circle (mandala) and the rituals which form an integral part of these practices.

8. The way of Primeval Shen (Yeshen Tegpa; ye gshen theg pa): stresses the need for a suitable master, place and occasion for tantric practices. Here the layout of the mystic circle is described in detail together with instructions for meditation on particular deities.

9. The Supreme Way (Lame Tegpa; bla med theg pa): the highest attainment of the Great Perfection (rdzogs chen).
THE PROPAGATION OF BON IN ZHANG ZHUNG AND TIBET

The first Bon scriptures were brought to Zhang Zhung by six disciples of Mucho Demdrug (mu cho Idem drug), the successor of Tonpa Shenrab. They were first translated into Zhang Zhung language and later into Tibetan. The works included in the Bonpo canon as we know it now are written in Tibetan language, but a number of them, especially the older ones, retain the titles and at times whole passages in the Zhang Zhung language.

Until the seventh century, Zhang Zhung existed as a separate state which comprised the land to the west of the Central Tibetan provinces of U (dbus) and Tsang (gtsang), generally known now as Western Tibet. The historical evidence is incomplete but there are some reliable indications that it may have extended over the vast area from Gilgit in the west to the lake of Namtso (gnam tntsho) in the east, and from Khotan in the north to Mustang in the south. The capital of Zhang Zhung was a place called Khyunglung Ngulkhar (khyung lung dngul Mar), 'The Silver Palace of the Garuda Valley', the ruins of which are to be found in the upper Sutlej Valley to the southwest of Mount Kailash. The people of Zhang Zhung spoke a language which is classified among the Tibeto-Burmese group of Sino-Tibetan languages.

The country seems to have been ruled by a dynasty of kings which ended in the eighth century when the last king, Ligmirya (ligmyirhya or ligmirgya), was assassinated by King Songsten Gampo and Zhang Zhung became an integral part of Tibet. Since the annexation, Zhang Zhung became gradually Tibetanized and its language, culture and many beliefs were integrated into the general frame of Tibetan culture. Through Zhang Zhung, which was geographically situated near the great cultural centres of Central Asia such as Gilgit and Khotan, many religious and philosophical concepts infiltrated Tibet.

With the increasing interest in Buddhist religion, the founding of Samye (bsam yas) Monastery in 779 C.E.,
and the establishment of Buddhism as the principal religion, the Bon religion was generally discouraged and serious attempts were made to eradicate it. However, the adherents of Bon among the nobility and especially among the common people, who for generations had followed the Bon beliefs, retained their religious convictions and Bon survived. During the seventh and eighth centuries which were particularly difficult times, many Bonpo priests fled Central Tibet, having first concealed their scriptures for fear of their destruction and to preserve them for future generations. Drenpa Namkha (\textit{dram pa nam mkha’}), one of the greatest Bonpo personalities of that time, embraced Buddhist religion out of fear of being killed and for the sake of preserving in secret the Bonpo teachings.

From the eighth to the eleventh centuries we know practically nothing of the developments among the Bonpos. The revival of Bon began with the discovery of a number of important texts by Shchen Luga (\textit{gshen chen klu dga\') 969-1035) in the year 1017 C.E. With him the Bon religion emerged as a fully systematized religious system. Shchen Luga was born in the clan of Shen, which is descended from Kongtsha Wangden (\textit{kong tsha dbang /dan), one of the sons of Tonpa Shenrab. The descendants of this important Bonpo family still live in Tibet.

Shchen Luga had a large following. To three of his disciples he entrusted the task of continuing three different traditions. To the first one, Druchen Namkha Yungdrung (\textit{bru chen nam mkha' gyung drung), who was born in the clan of Dru which migrated to Tibet from Drusha (\textit{bru sha} is the Tibetan name for Gilgit), he entrusted the studies of cosmology (Dzopu; \textit{mdzodphug}) and metaphysics (Gapa; \textit{gab pa). Namkha Yungdrung's disciple founded the monastery of Yeru Wensaka (\textit{gyas ru dben sakha}) in 1072. This monastery remained a great centre of learning until 1386 when it was badly damaged by floods and later on was abandoned. With the decline of Yeru Wensaka the Dru family continued to sponsor
the Bon religion but it came to extinction in the nineteenth century when, for the second time, a reincarnation of the Panchen Lama was found in this family. (The first reincarnation was the Second Panchen Lama, b.1663, and the second the Fifth Panchen Lama, b. 1854.)

The second disciple, Zhuye Legpo (zhuyas legspo), was assigned to maintain the Dzogchen teachings and practices. He founded the monastery of Kyikhar Rizhing (skyid mkhar ri zhing). The descendants of the Zhu family now live in India.

The third disciple, Paton Palchog (spa ston dpal mchog), took responsibility for upholding the tantric teachings. The members of the Pa family moved from Tsang to Kham where they still live.

Meukhepa Palchen (rme’u mkhas pa dpal chert, b. 1052), who came from the Meu clan, founded the Zangri (zang ri) Monastery, which also became a centre for philosophical studies. Thus during the period from the eleventh to the fourteenth centuries the Bb’npos had four important centres of studies, all of which were in Tsang Province.

At the beginning of the fifteenth century, the religious studies were strengthened by the founding of Menri Monastery in 1405 by the great Bonpo teacher, Nyame Sherab Gyaltsen (mnyam med shes rab rgyal mtshan, 1356-1415). Menri Monastery and the two mentioned below remained the most important centres of studies until the Chinese takeover of Tibet in 1959. The monastery of Yungdrung Ling was founded in 1834 and, soon afterwards, the monastery of Kharna (mkhar sna) both in the vicinity of Menri. With these monasteries as centres of study and religious inspiration, many monasteries were established throughout the whole of Tibet (except the Central Province of U), especially in Khyungpo, Kham, Amdo, Gyarong and Hor. By the beginning of the twentieth century there were three hundred and thirty Bonpo monasteries in Tibet.
Appendix 3
Biography of Lopon Tenzin Namdak

Lopon Tenzin Namdak (slob dpon bstan 'dzin mam dag) was born in 1926 in Khyungpo Karu (khyungpo dkar ru) in Kham province of Eastern Tibet. At the age of seven (1933) he entered Tingchen Monastery (steng cheri) in the same district and in 1941 travelled to Yungdrung Ling (gyung drung gling), one of the two leading Bonpo monasteries in Central Tibet. Coming from a family famous for its artists, he was largely engaged here in helping to execute a series of wall paintings in the new temple at this monastery. In 1944 he went on pilgrimage to Nepal, including Solu-Khumbu, Kathmandu, Pokhara, and Mustang. In 1945 he returned to Yungdrung Ling to begin his studies in philosophy (tsennyi; mtshan nyid). From 1945 to 1950 he lived more or less a hermit's existence with his tutor and master Gangru Rinpoche (sgang ru tshul khrims rgyal mtshan) under whom he studied grammar (da; sgra), poetics (nyanga; snyan ngag), monastic discipline (dulwa; 'dul fra), cosmology (dzopu; mdzod phug), and the stages of the path to enlightenment (salam; sa lam). Following his master's advice, in 1950 he went to Menri Monastery (smati ri, literally 'the medicine mountain') in Tsang Province in Central Tibet, in order to complete his
Nyame Sherab Gyaltsen
studies in preparation for the Geshe (dge bshes) degree examination, the Tibetan equivalent to a Doctor of Philosophy. In 1953 he obtained this degree from Menri.

From 1953 until 1957 he was the teaching master or professor (slob dpon) at Menri. He retired from this position in 1957 as conflict between the native Tibetans and the encroaching Chinese Communists increased in Central Tibet. Until 1960 he remained in retreat at Sezhig Monastery on the Dangra Lake in northern Tsang. After the March 10, 1959 Lhasa uprising against the Communist Chinese, many of the most famous lamas of Tibet, including the Dalai Lama and the Gyalwa Karmapa, were forced to flee their homeland. Following them, a flood of Tibetan refugees entered India and Nepal. In 1960 Lopon Rinpoche also sought to flee to India, but he was shot and wounded on the way by Chinese soldiers and was incarcerated in a Chinese prison for ten months. Finally he was able to make an escape and find his way to safety in Nepal, by way of the small principality of Mustang.

In 1961, while in Kathmandu, Lopon Rinpoche met and was befriended by the celebrated English Tibetologist David Snellgrove, who invited him to come to London. Thus Lopon came to serve as a visiting scholar at the University of London, and under a Rockefeller Foundation grant he resided for a time at Cambridge University. A collaboration with Professor Snellgrove resulted in the publication of *The Nine Ways of Bon* (London: Oxford University Press, 1967), which contains translated extracts from the famous *Zhiji (gzi brjtd)*, the most extensive hagiography of the Buddha Tonpa Shenrab. This was the first scholarly study of the Bonpo tradition to be made in the West. Lopon Rinpoche remained in England for three years (1961 to 1964). He made a second visit to Europe in 1969, when at the invitation of Professor Helmut Hoffmann he was a visiting scholar at Munich University, contributing to the monumental Tibetan-German-English dictionary being compiled there.
Among the nearly one hundred thousand Tibetan refugees who had fled the Chinese occupation of Tibet, a number belonged to the Bonpo tradition. Escaping from Tsang Province, the monks of Menri Monastery, which had been totally destroyed by the Communists, found themselves in the Kulu-Mandi district of Himachal Pradesh state in northwestern India. Impoverished, they were forced to secure a livelihood as road workers. Among their number was Sherab Lodro, the thirty-second abbot of Menri (1935-1963). Finding the road work hard and exhausting, many of the monks died or suffered from serious illness.

Lopon Tenzin Namdak consequently undertook the task of raising funds and finding land in order to establish a Bonpo settlement in India. With the financial help of the Catholic Relief Service, he purchased a piece of undeveloped forest land at Dolanji, near Solan in Himachal Pradesh. In 1967 the settlement was formally established and registered with the Indian Government under the name of the Tibetan Bonpo Foundation. About seventy families transferred there from Manali and each received a house and a small piece of land, the size depending on the number of people in the family in question. The Tibetan Bonpo Foundation possessed its own constitution and administration, with the Abbot of Menri acting as president. The new settlement at Dolanji was named Thobgyal Sarpa \((\text{thob rgyalgsarpa})\) after the village Thobgyal in Tsang Province which was located near Menri Monastery. Most of the Tibetans in the new settlement came from the Mt. Kailash region and Upper Tsang in the west, and from Hor, Kongpo, Derge, Amdo and Gyarung in the east of Tibet.

After the death in 1963 of the abbot of Menri, Sherab Lodro, the abbot of Yungdrung Ling, became the spiritual head of the Bonpo community in exile. He came to Dolanji with a group of monks and founded a new monastic community, overseeing the erection of some small houses and a small prayer chapel. In 1969 the successor to the deceased abbot of Menri was chosen by
The office fell to Lungtog Tenpai Nyima Rinpoche (lung rtogs bstanpa'i nyi ma rinpo che), who thus became the thirty-third abbot of Menri. Following the death of the Yungdrung Ling abbot, Sangye Tenzin assumed the spiritual leadership of the Bonpos in exile. More houses were erected, as well as a library and an abbot's residence (labrang; bla brang). Monastic life was organized around the ordinances of the Vinaya (dulwa; 'du/ ba). The foundation for a main temple was laid in 1969 and completed in 1978. It was given the name of Pal Shentan Menri Ling (dpal gshen bstan smart ri'i gling). The whole complex was designated as the Bonpo Monastic Centre and formed part of the Tibetan Bonpo Foundation.

From 1970 to 1979 Lopon Rinpoche continued teaching and writing while residing at the Bonpo Monastic Centre, and in addition he was much engaged in the publishing in New Delhi of a large number of important Bonpo texts. From the time the first monks came to Dolanji in 1967, the teaching had been done by Lopon Sangye Tenzin, the former head teaching master at Menri, assisted by his successor, Lopon Tenzin Namdak, himself the founder of the settlement at Dolanji. When Sangye Tenzin died in 1968, Lopon Tenzin Namdak was assigned the full responsibility for the education of the younger generation of monks. By 1978 a sufficient number of Bonpo texts had been published so that classes could be organized around them in a curriculum. Thus a lama's college (shedrup; bshadsgrub) was established in 1978, organized under the guidance of Lopon Rinpoche who served as one of the two professors at the college. The official name of the college is Yungdrung Bon Shedrup Lobnyer Dude (gyungdrung bon bshad sgrub slob gnyer 'dus sde).

The purpose of the new lama's college at Dolanji was to preserve the tradition of philosophy established and developed at Yeru Wensaka (gyas ru dben sa kha), where philosophical analysis and logic were applied to the understanding of Do Nga Semsum (mdo sngags sems gsum), that is, to the teachings of the Sutras, the Tantras and
Dzogchen. Unlike the Nyingmapa tradition, the Bonpos developed a system of logic and debate specifically relating to the Dzogchen teaching. At Menri in Tibet, the monks studied the five scripture systems (Dozhung Nga; mdo gzhung Inga) in the philosophy college, but all instruction in Tantra and Dzogchen was done in private. The five scriptures, actually five collections of texts, are:

1. Tsema (tshad ma)—pramana or logic;
2. Parchin (pharphyin)—prajnaparamita or the Perfection of Wisdom Sutras;
3. Uma (dbu ma)—Madhyamaka philosophy;
4. Dzopu (mdzod phug)—Abhidharma or cosmology; and
5. Dulwa (’du/’ba)—Vinaya or monastic discipline.

However, at the revived Menri at Dolanji, students also study Tantra and Dzogchen in the college, as well as the above five scriptural systems which pertain to the Sutra level of teaching. Also included in the course of studies are the secular sciences (rignai; riggnas), such as grammar, poetics, astrology, and so on. The college has a nine-year program of studies which prepares the student for the Geshe degree examination. The first group of young monks completed the course in 1986. Recently another Bonpo monastery and college has been established under Lopon Tenzin Namdak’s direction in Nepal. Known as Triten Norbutse (khri brtan nor bu rise), it is located near the famous hill of Swayambhu, west of Kathmandu.

In 1989, Lopon Tenzin Namdak made his third visit to the West, this time to England, America and Italy, at the invitation of the Dzogchen Communities in those countries. During the course of six months Lopon Rinpoche presented to interested Western students the Dzogchen teachings according to the Bonpo traditions of the Atri (a khrid) and the Zhang Zhung Nyengyu (zhang zhung snyan rgyud).

Also, in the beginning of 1991, he visited Germany, England, Holland and Italy. During his visit to these
countries, he gave discourses and teachings on various meditation systems and fields of study of the Bon tradition. Later that year he was invited by His Holiness the Dalai Lama to represent the Bon tradition at the Kalachakra Initiation in New York. In this way, Lopon Rinpoche has been spreading the Bonpo teachings in many countries. His permanent residences lie in Kathmandu (Nepal) and Dolanji (India).
Illustrations

1. Sipa Gyalmo

The central figure is Sipa Gyalmo (sridpa rgya/mo), a guardian deity with three heads and six arms who rides on a black mule. She is shown surrounded by flames on a lake of blood that is encircled by snakes moving through rocks. She carries swords, dagger, mirror, skull cup and hook.

There exist four emanations of Sipa Gyalmo. The peaceful rides a white mule; she has four heads and eight hands. The extended Sipa Gyalmo rides on a blue mule; the subduer Sipa Gyalmo rides on a red mule and the wrathful Sipa Gyalmo rides on a black mule. Here, the central figure shows the wrathful form. To the left is the subduer form on a red mule; to the right is an emanation of Sipa Gyalmo called Midrema (mi dredma) riding on a yak. She is the particular protector of a cycle of Dzogchen teachings called Tsewang Bo Yulma (tshe dbang bod yul ma).

In front of Sipa Gyalmo is Nyame Sherab Gyaltsen (mnyam med shes rab rgyal mtshan), the founder of Menri Monastery.

In general Sipa Gyalmo is a protector of all Yungdrung Bon teachings and of this text.

This thangka is newly drawn by Tsering Yangpel (tshe ring gyang 'phel), who is the first cousin of Lopon Tenzin Namdak and is considered to be the foremost thangka painter still living in Tibet.
2. Tonpa Tritsug Gyalwa

Tonpa Tritsug Gyalwa (ston pa khri gtsug rgyal ba) is Tonpa Shenrab in the form of a monk after his ordination at the age of thirty-two.

Drawing by Tsering Yangpel.

3. Shardza Tashi Gyaltsen

Here Shardza is shown in his ordinary form. Above the central figure to the viewer's left is Shardza's yidam, Purba Drugse Chempa (phur pa 'brug gsas chem pa). At the top centre is the Dharmakaya Buddha Kuntuzangpo, who represents the nature of Shardza's achievement, his three kayas (bodies). At the top right is the emanation of the Siddha Tsewang Rigidzin (tse dbang rig 'dzin), the twin brother of Guru Rinpoche, son of Zhang Zhung Drenpa Namkha (zhang zhung dran pa nam mkh'a) and the Indian Brahmin girl Oden Barma ('odIdan 'bar ma) according to the Bon tradition.

At the bottom left is Shardza's form as a tantric practitioner. The bottom centre figure is the particular guardian for the Dzogchen lineage and practitioners, Yeshe Walmo (ye shes dbal mo). At bottom right is Shardza's form as a Dzogchen practitioner, in the style of a yogi. Surrounding Shardza are many animals, signifying his compassion towards all beings.

This image was made in Shardza's monastery of Shardza Ritro (shar rdza ri khrod) in Dege.

4. Gyalyum Sherab Jamma

This is the mother of all Buddhas, Gyalyum Sherab Jamma (rgyalyum shes rab byams ma), whose name translates as "Loving Goddess of Wisdom".

The figures surrounding Gyalyum Sherab Jamma show the six Na (na), which have the function of subduing disturbances. There is a garuda at the top. The upper pair of Na are half human, half bird; the middle pair ride on the mythological animals called sha ra na; and the lower pair ride on elephants.

Drawing by Tenzin Namdak.

5. Drenpa Namkha

Here Drenpa Namkha (dran pa nam mkh'a) appears in the form of an early siddha of Bon.

This was drawn by Tsering Yangpel.
6. Tugkyi Trowo Tsocho Kagying

Another of the five essential yidams of Bon, thugs kyi khro bo gtso mchogmkha' 'gyinghzs three heads and six arms and stands in union with his consort. He presses down the male and female forms representing ignorance and desire and stands in a flaming fire. In front of him there is an offering in a skull of the five sense organs—eyes, ears, tongue, nose and skin. In general he represents the mind of the Buddha.

This image was copied by Tenzin Namdak from the original drawn by his great-grandfather.

7. Purba Drugse Chempa

The uppermost image is a peaceful form of Purba Drugse Chempa (phurpa 'bruggsas chem pa) called Mapang Yingchen (ma pang dbyings chen) with consort. He has three heads and six arms and sits on a lotus cushion.

Beneath is the image of Trowo Drugse Chempa (khro wo 'bruggsas chem pa) with three heads and six arms in union with a consort, flying on a garuda.

The main image is of Purba Drugse Chempa. The upper part of the body is a wrathful deity with three heads and six arms in union with consort. The lower part of the body becomes a three-bladed dagger (phurpa). This dagger emerges from the head of a crocodile-like mythological animal. It is decorated with snakes and human heads and entrails. Beside the dagger Purba emanates two attendants. On the deity's right side is a human with the head of a makaru riding on a makaru. On his left side is a human with a boar's head riding on a boar. The dagger impales two figures, male and female, representing ignorance and desire.

The image has three main parts which represent the peaceful, wrathful and extremely wrathful aspects of this deity. Purba is one of the five essential yidams of the Bonpo and represents the activity of the Buddha.

Drawing by Tenzin Namdak.

8. Magyu

The main figure of Magyu (ma rgyud) has seven heads, sixteen hands and eight legs. The right hands hold skull cups filled with the hearts of the gods. The left hands hold the blood of the eight classes of beings. Magyu is shown in union with his consort, Kyema Wotso (kye ma 'od mtsho). Beneath his feet are
the eight different objects of desire (the kleshas). He stands on a lotus on a throne supported by snow lions representing anger. Above him is the peaceful form of Magyu called Kang-ying Karpo (*mkh'a 'gyingdgarpo*). He has four hands and sits in the lotus posture on a lotus cushion. Surrounding Magyu are the four dakinis representing the qualities of compassion, loving-kindness, equanimity and happiness. They have four heads and eight arms. Then there are eight more dakinis; four of them have three heads and eight arms as wrathful forms and the other four have two heads and four arms as peaceful forms. They represent further qualities.

Below the throne are sixteen offerers offering the two cycles of Magyu and other objects.

Altogether the complete cycle of Magyu has five thangkas, representing the base, the path and the fruit of this tantra. This image represents the fruit aspect.

This figure comes from the Gyarong Trochen (*rgya rong khro chen*) Palace. It was carved of wood, but was entirely destroyed in the Cultural Revolution.

9. Chenlha Migu

The protector Chenlha Migu (*gcan lha migdgu*) has three heads— to the right of the central head is a crow's head and to the left of the central head is a boar's head. Chenlha Migu has eight arms and stands on a nine-headed boar. He is the particular guardian of the Namgyal (*mam rgyal*) cycle emanated by Tonpa Shen-rab. He is also in general a protector of Yungdrung Bon.

This image was recopied by Tenzin Namdak from the original drawn by his great-grandfather.

10. Nege Jampa

This image shows Nege Jampa (*nege 'by am pa*), the important protector of the Walse (*dbalgsas*) cycle and later the protector of Nyame Sherab Gyaltse (*mnyain med shes rab rgyal mtshan*), who was the founder of Menri Monastery. The protector rides on an otter and carries an axe in his right hand and a spear and black flag in his left. His function is to protect the Bonpo and the purity of the teachings and to give assistance to serious practitioners.

Drawing by Tenzin Namdak.
11. Tonpa Shenrab
page 138
This is an image of Tonpa Shenrab (ston pa gshen rab) when he was king of the central part of Olmo Lungring. This form shows him after his coronation but before the age of thirty-two when he took vinaya vows.

Drawing by Tenzin Namdak.

12. Nyame Sherab Gyaltse
page 148
Nyame Sherab Gyaltse (mnyam med shes rab rgyal mtshati) was the founder of Menri Monastery in Tibet. He was the nineteenth abbot of the monastery of Wensaka (dbensa kha), which was founded in the tenth century. After it was destroyed by flood, the monastery was moved higher into the mountains and renamed Menri.

This was drawn by Lopon Tenzin Namdak himself.

13. The Well-Situated Swastika Chorten
page 164
The Yungdrung Koleg Chorten (gyung drung bskod legs mchod rten) is a very popular image for the Bonpo. It is one of the 360 chorten described in the Ziji (gzi brjid), the biography of Tonpa Shenrab. Only 120 of these can be made as the others are all chorten of emptiness and awareness and are not physical.

The structure of the chorten represents all the teachings of Sutra, Tantra and Dzogchen. From the perspective of Sutra, at the bottom the five steps represent the five elements of the realms of sentient beings. The square pedestal represents the four kindnesses of the Buddhas. The decorated beam represents the guardians between samsara and nirvana and the upper four steps represent the four kindnesses of compassion, loving-kindness, equanimity and happiness.

The vase represents the nature of the Buddha. The absence of corners shows the nature of equanimity. Above this there are thirteen steps that show the complete knowledge of the Buddha. As an aspect of the path these are known as the thirteen bhumis. The umbrella is protection from the elements of fire, wind and rain and shows the kindness of the Buddhas in protecting all sentient beings. At the very top there is a tigle that shows that everything returns to the natural state. The two horns represent the two truths, thabs and shes rab—method and wisdom. The flaming sword shows that all the passions are destroyed by this knowledge.
This style of chorten is unique to the Yungdrung Bon and is distinct from the Buddhist style.
Drawing by Tenzin Namdak.
Bibliographic Essay
by Per Kvaerne


Turning to the Buddhist variety of Dzogchen, there is a somewhat larger range of literature. Of prime importance is Samten Gyaltsen Karmay's study, The Great Perfection. A Philosophical and Meditative Teaching of Tibetan Buddhism (Leiden: Brill, 1988). This study concentrates on the early, formative centuries of the Buddhist Dzogchen tradition, and only devotes a few pages (201-205) to Dzogchen in Bon. Karmay's book is indispensa-
Karmay has also published several articles; the reader is referred to his book for further references. For those who read German, a useful and interesting book is Franz-Karl Erhard, "FlugelschlagedesGaruda". Literar- und ideengeschichtliche Bemerkungen zu einer Liedersammlung des rDogs-chen, Tibet and Indo-Tibetan Studies 3 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1990). This is a translation and detailed study of a collection of spiritual songs by the Dzogchen master Shapkar Tsogdrug Rangdrol (zhabs dkar tshogs drug rang grol) (1781-1851). An important introduction to the doctrine and ritual of Dzogchen has been included by Peter Schwieger in his catalogue of the textual cycle of Kuntu Sangpo Gongpa Sangtel (kun to bzang po Vdgongs pa zang that) (Tibetische Handschriften und Blockdrucke Teil 9 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1985), especially pp.lxv-lxxxiv).

A book which contains translations of several Dzogchen texts from the Buddhist as well as the Bonpo traditions is Giacomella Orofino, Sacred Tibetan Teachings on Death and Liberation (Bridport: Prism Press, 1990; Italian edition, Insegnamenti tibetani su morte e liberazione, Rome: 1985). Orofino's book has a brief but useful introduction.

One of the most important Tibetan scholars and spiritual masters of the Nyingmapa Dzogchen tradition is Longchen Rabjampa (klong chen rab 'byams pa) (1308-1364). A major work of his dealing with Dzogchen is Ngelso Korsum (ngal gso skor gsuni) which has been translated in three volumes by Herbert V. Guenther as Kindly Bent to Ease Us (Emeryville, CA: Dharma Publishing, 1975-76). Guenther's erudition and complete mastery of the text are beyond dispute; his hermeneutical method, however, renders his translations controversial. Another impressive study is his Matrix of Mystery. Scientific and Humanistic Aspects of rDzogs-chen Thought (Boulder: 1984).

Finally, the numerous publications by Namkhai Norbu, himself an accomplished master of Dzogchen and a lama with a large number of pupils in the West, must be mentioned. His works have an authenticity which can
only be imparted by an experienced adept. A particularly interesting work is his spiritual autobiography, edited by J. Shane, *The Crystal and the Way of Light: Sutra, Tantra, and Dzogchen* (New York: 1986).
The Well-Situated Swastika Chorten
Tibetan Text

The Teaching of the Progressive Great Perfection Called the Heart Drops of Dharmakaya
...
ក្រោម ដែល ស្វែង រក ក្នុង រឿង ក្នុង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿɡ រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង នៅ ក្នុង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿɡ រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿɡ រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង នៅ ក្នុង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿɡ រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿɡ រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង នៅ ក្នុង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿɡ រឿង រឿង រឿɡ រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿង រឿ</textarea>
हे विषयातील अनुभवांच्या वर्णनाचा समाप्ती हा व्याख्यानाच्या उपयोगाने सोनाच वीरुद्धी तयार केला आहे. हे समाप्ती हा व्याख्यानाच्या उपयोगाने सोनाच वीरुद्धी तयार केला आहे. हे समाप्ती हा व्याख्यानाच्या उपयोगाने सोनाच वीरुद्धी तयार केला आहे. हे समाप्ती हा व्याख्यानाच्या उपयोगाने सोनाच वीरुद्धी तयार केला आहे.
If you would like to find out more about the teachings of Lopon Tenzin Namdak or the activities at the Tritan Norbutse Bonpo Monastery in Nepal, Menri Monastery in Dolanji, India, or the Ligmincha Institute in the United States, please write to:

Nyima Wangyal, Abbot
Tritan Norbutse Bonpo Monastery
PO Box 4640
Kathmandu, Nepal